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Anderson, Margaret Jean. In the Keep of Time. Knopf, 1977. 76-29671. 149p. $5.95.
In a time shift fantasy, four English children move into both the past and the
Ad future. Their parents are in France, so Elinor, Andrew, lan, and Ollie are spending
4-6 the summer in Scotland with elderly Aunt Grace. She gives them the key to an
abandoned tower, a border keep, where they find themselves in the 15th century,
having different reactions and adventures; their problem is that Ollie, the youngest,
turns into Mae, daughter of a squint-eyed woman with a hairlip (sic). They get back
to the present but Mae remains Mae, so that they have to teach her about the 20th
century and hide inconsistent behavior from Aunt Grace. On a second visit to the
keep, they find an old woman who tells them that they are in the 22nd century;
somehow, before they return to the present and their parents' homecoming, the
woman manages to instill in Mae some of the memories and personality of Ollie, so
the reunion is smooth. The story has a touch of didacticism in its message about
cooperation and mutual support among siblings; it leaves some episodes only vaguely
explained, but it does have the appeals of the time-warp, action, suspense, and a fair
amount of historical material (the battles between the English and the Scottish in the
reign of the Scottish King James II in 1460) and it is well-written.
Angier, Bradford. Ask for Love and They Give You Rice Pudding; by Bradford Angier and
Barbara Corcoran. Houghton, 1977. 77-354. 151p. $6.95.
Written in the form of journal entries, this is Robbie Benson's story; seventeen,
R he's almost friendless. He has a luxurious home with his grandparents, his mother is
7-9 drying out in Europe, his father has disappeared years ago. So what good are a fat
allowance and a Fiat? Especially since the one girl Robbie really wants to date has
made it clear (14 times) that she's not interested. Reading an old journal of his
father's, Robbie is fascinated by his father's long, bittersweet love affair with a
college sweetheart. Robbie does finally get a date with the elusive Vicki, meets and
enjoys her family (even getting a crush on her mother) and learns, painfully, that you
cannot buy affection. He hadn't even realized that that was what he had been trying
to do. Robbie tracks down and visits his father, a disturbing experience for both of
them, after his grandfather dies. There's no instant rapport, but Rob does begin to
see his parents as people with their own problems and to realize that he is now adult
and can not only be emotionally independent but can even-possibly-help the
adults in his life rather than expecting always to receive help. The writing is casual,
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the characters adequately drawn, the relationships credibly developed, and the style
convincingly that of a young man who is at once isolated and arrogant.
Anno, Mitsumasa, illus. Anno's Counting Book. T. Y. Crowell, 1977. 76-28977. 26p. Trade
ed. $5.95; Library ed. $6.95 net.
When a picture book artist tries to introduce too many concepts, the book usually
R suffers. Here, however, Anno has so adroitly incorporated concepts in a wordless
3-6 counting book that they reinforce each other. The watercolor pictures show a bare,
yrs snowy landscape for zero (unusual in itself) and on each page that follows, the same
* landscape-with one house, one bird, one tree; then two birds, two buildings, two
trees, two adults, two children, etc. The concept of sets is introduced: adults and
children, two kinds of trees. The church clock shows 2, 3, and 4 o'clock on succeed-
ing pages. In the margin a Cuisenaire block tower mounts, cube by cube; after there
are ten, a new pile begins--ending with twelve in toto. The landscape shows the
seasonal changes through the cycle of a year. The book is instructive, attractive, and
appealing because of the game element.
Ashley, Bernard. Terry on the Fence; illus. by Charles Keeping. Phillips, 1977. 76-39898.
196p. $7.95.
First published in England, this story of delinquency and peer loyalties is believ-
Ad able and perceptive, but is uneven in pace, at times wordy, and printed in woefully
5-7 small type. Cornered by bullies, eleven-year-old Terry is badgered into participating
in a school burglary by Les, the surly leader of the gang. Caught, Terry is given a
chance to redeem himself by the school principal, but only if he identifies Les. But
Terry, knowing the unhappy home background that has contributed to Les' delin-
quent behavior, is torn. When the case comes to court, Terry shows his compassion
toward the boy who has become, in a way, his friend as well as his enemy.
Bartoli, Jennifer. Snow on Bear's Nose; A Story of a Japanese Moon Bear Cub; illus. by
Takeo Ishida. Whitman, 1977. 76-40261. 22p. Trade ed. $6.25; Library ed. $4.69 net.
An Asiatic black bear cub is unaware, although her mother knows the signs, that
Ad the sharper, colder wind means a change in the weather. Left in the den by her
3-6 mother, Kumako Chan wanders off and is surprised by ice on the river and snow
yrs. falling. Her mother finds her, and the two lumber off to the den to sleep through cold
winter days. The story has been written to fit the pictures of a Japanese book,
retaining the original watercolor illustrations with their colorful details of flora and
fauna and the velvety, bright-eyed bear cub. Although limited in storyline by the
necessity of adherence to the pictures, the story is direct and unpretentious, with no
anthropomorphism. The book can be used to further young children's concepts of
seasonal change, and the authenticity of the animal behavior is expanded by a note
that follows the story.
Beatty, Patricia. Billy Bedamned, Long Gone By. Morrow, 1977. 76-55386. 223p. Trade ed.
$6.95; Library ed. $5.94 net.
Thirteen-year-old Merle tells the story of a trip taken in 1929 with her younger
Ad brother, mother, and grandmother, as they drive east from California in their
5-7 Studebaker. Grandmother is one of the vast Quiney brood (A Long Way to Whiskey
Creek, How Many Miles to Sundown) and she's told the children about other mem-
bers of her rampageous family---but never of the existence of their great-uncles Hoyt
and Rudd. Why haven't their names crossed Grandmother's lips for 48 years? Merle
finds out when the car breaks down near the old men's house. Grandmother was
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ashamed of them, particularly Great-uncle Rudd. The story has good period details,
but the story line breaks down into a series of chapters, in which Rudd tells rambling,
highly embroidered tall tales. They're funny, colorful stories about Texas cowboys
(he was one) and their invented adventures at home or on their travels, but they do
halt the story.
Blegvad, Erik, illus. Burnie's Hill; A Traditional Rhyme. Atheneum, 1977. 76-28515. 24p.
$6.95.
A traditional British question-and-answer rhyme that is often acted out by children
R is illustrated with watercolor pictures that have, in addition to Blegvad's familiar
K-2 precise, small child figures, a breadth of view that is impressive. The color is clear
and delicate, with opalescent rain scenes or blue-white snow or a stand of stately
trees. "Where's the mousie? In her housie. Where's her housie? In the wood.
Where's the wood? The fire burnt it . . ." and so on.
Brenner, Barbara. On the Frontier with Mr. Audubon. Coward, 1977. 76-41601. 96p. illus.
$6.95.
Thirteen-year-old Joseph Mason describes his travels down the Mississippi River
R and in the southern swamps and forests and cities. As pupil-assistant, Joseph helped
5-8 shoot specimens of birds never before pictured in guide books, helped paint some of
* the details or background, and suffered with Audubon through poverty, illness, and
homesickness. Whether describing life on a flatboat or on the crowded docks of New
Orleans, the narrative (based on thorough research) is lively and natural, and through
Joseph's eyes Brenner draws a perceptive, candid picture of the great artist who had
been jailed for debt, branded a wastrel, and gone from a pampered childhood in
France to near-penury in America. Joseph's journal is a fictional device, but the facts
it records are documented, and it gives a memorable picture of the artist and his
work.
Browne, Anthony. Through the Magic Mirror; written and illus. by Anthony Browne.
Greenwillow, 1977. 76-13024. 28p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $6.71 net.
First published in England, a slight fanciful story is set within an even slighter
M realistic framework. Bored, Toby walks through a mirror into a fantastic world;
4-6 frightened, he returns via mirror and is glad to be home. The illustrations are tidy,
yrs. colorful, and filled with imaginative detail; for example, "An invisible man passed
by" shows a man's clothing (with hat and brief case detached) striding along-"At
the bus stop Toby saw a line of people. They seemed a bit mixed up," shows a
queue in which six men wear parts of distinctive clothing that don't match, and so on.
Toby is not a participant but an observer, which adds to the flatness of the effort.
Bruun-Rasmussen, Ole. Make-Up, Costumes and Masks for the Stage; by Ole Bruun-
Rasmussen and Grete Petersen; photographs by Jens Bull. Sterling, 1977. 76-19803.
96p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.69 net.
Translated from the Danish, this compilation of suggestions for myriad ways to
R change one's appearance is illustrated with many photographs and diagrams. The
5-9 authors give tips on costume details, making wigs and masks, and standard devices
for disguises for particular roles, such as pirates or clowns. Perhaps the most useful
section, however, gives information about stage make-up: how to choose, use, and
remove it. The directions throughout are clear, although not always full; general
(kinds of stores) and specific (addresses in the United States and elsewhere) lists of
information on supplies are appended, as is an index.
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Bulychev, Kirill. Alice; Some Incidents in the Life of a Little Girl of the Twenty-First Cen-
tury, Recorded by Her Father on the Eve of Her First Day in School; tr. and ad. by
Mirra Ginsburg; illus. by Igor Galanin. Macmillan, 1977. 76-47539. 64p. $6.95.
Translated from the Russian, six stories about Alice, a kindergartner with a pen-
Ad chant for getting in (and blithely out) of trouble are set in Moscow in the 21st century.
3-4 The stories are told by Alice's father, director of the Moscow Zoo, and are compe-
tently written but tend to have flat endings. The pattern of each story is similar: Alice
does something rash and comes up with a contribution to society; she adopts an
animal brought from Sirius and learns that it can talk and read; she gets lost on a
Martian desert and discovers a rare building from a lost civilization; she rescues a
"ghost" in whom her father expresses disbelief, and he proves to be a professor
trapped in dematerialized form by imperfect transmission of matter. Alice isn't quite
a believable character, but she's an engaging one, and there should be great appeal to
readers in a doughty protagonist for a genre in which little exists for the younger
reader.
Bunting, Eve. Winter's Coming; pictures by Howard Knotts. Harcourt, 1977. 76-28321. 28p.
(Let Me Read Books). Trade ed. $4.95; Paper ed. $1.65.
Like Eleanor Lapp's The Mice Came in Early This Year (reviewed in the May,
R 1977 issue) this is a quiet, cozy account of the natural signs of the advent of a hard
1-2 winter and the preparations made by a family. Mother preserves food, Grandma
knits scarves and mittens, Grandpa makes new sleds, Dad repairs the roof and
replenishes the woodpile. A bit rambling, but pleasant, this has the added appeal of
two children's growing anticipation of seasonal fun.
Byfield, Barbara Ninde. Andrew and the Alchemist; illus. by Deanne Hollinger. Doubleday,
1977. 76-7694. 103p. $5.95.
In a sprightly fantasy, eleven-year-old Andrew is newly orphaned, destitute, and
R miserably cold and hungry when he is found by the Venerable P. C. Delver, Adept.
4-6 Delver takes Andrew as his apprentice, and both are protected by cheery Mrs.
Strawspinner and her daughter Sassie, who run a sweets-and-savories business in the
shop above Delver's cellar, appropriately filled with crucibles, retorts, cauldrons,
and awesome secrets. Delver is imprisoned, suspected of sorcery by the king's evil
prime minister--or so the P.M. says. But when the two children brave danger to
rescue the old alchemist, it proves to be the evil P.M. who has stolen royal jewels.
Naturally, justice is meted out and this pseudo-medieval romp ends with Andrew and
his friends firmly entrenched in the royal favor. The characters are lampooned just
enough to be amusing, the writing style is brisk, the plot nicely paced. It's hard not to
enjoy a book that reads as though the author had fun writing it.
Campbell, Hope. Legend of Lost Earth. Four Winds, 1977. 76-48079. 154p. $6.95.
On the planet of Niflhel, there are no grass, no trees, no streams, so that Giles-
M like other young people-scoffs at the sect that believes in the myth of a lost, long-
6-9 ago Earth. Still he follows a strangely attractive girl to a meeting of this sect, later
being told by his employer that he must continue to attend, acting as a spy. The group
is declared subversive, and punishment is planned. Giles finds a strange globe, is
transported to Earth, goes back to Niflhel to rescue others, and returns to Earth,
presumably to start, with other believers, a new civilization that will be less destruc-
tive than its ancestors. The message about pollution and despoilment is heavy-
handed, the plot (which does have contrast and suspense) muddied by the vague
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descriptions of some of the devices, and by the rather repetitious philosophizing. The
strongest aspect of the book is the depiction of Niflhel, gloomy, grimy, and joyless.
Coerr, Eleanor. Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes; paintings by Ronald Himler. Put-
nam, 1977. 76-9872. 64p. $6.95.
Eleven years old, Sadako Sasaki was a lively, impetuous child whose whole family
R shared her pride in her ability as a runner. When her first dizzy spell came, Sadako
3-5 didn't tell anyone, but soon it was impossible to hide her weakness. The diagnosis:
leukemia. Sadako had been only two when the bomb struck Hiroshima, but she had
seen many later cases of leukemia victims. If she could make a thousand paper
cranes, the legend went, she would be well. So Sadako began-but she lived only
long enough to make 644. After her death, her classmates made more, and she was
buried with the thousand cranes. Touched by the bravery and cheerfulness in the
letters she had written them, they instigated the collection of enough money to raise a
statue to Sadako in memory of her and other victims of the bomb, the epilogue
explains. The story is told tenderly but with neither a morbid nor a sentimental tone;
it is direct and touching. Himler's black and white drawings capture both the vitality
that is Sadako's outstanding quality, and, later in the story, the poignancy of the
loving family's efforts to make her last days as happy as they can.
Conford, Ellen. And This Is Laura. Little, 1977. 76-53583. 179p. $5.95.
Laura is twelve, she's a good student, she has friends and a lively, loving family.
Ad So what's the problem? Well, every other member of the family is distinguished in
5-7 some way. Who wants to play small parts when an older sister has always been the
star in school plays? When Laura discovers she has a unique ability-prescience-
she's not comfortable with it, although her friends and family are excited. In fact, her
friends besiege her with requests for private previews. Her parents are firmly suppor-
tive: they love her for what she is, not what she can do; also, her mother points out, it
is Laura who has decided she's not been good at anything when in fact she does
everything well. Laura tries to see into her own future, but cannot, and realizes that
whatever happens will happen. The author writes convincingly about Laura's psy-
chic powers, and she writes in a vigorous, informal style that includes a good ear for
dialogue; the characters are firmly drawn; the parental acceptance of Laura's psychic
ability is credible; the one weakness of the book is in the ending: while Laura is
comforted by her parents' praise, nothing really happens.
Cresswell, Helen. A Game of Catch; illus. by Ati Forberg. Macmillan, 1977. 76-46991. 44p.
$5.95.
Cresswell's matrix for a time-shift fantasy is a realistic story of two children who
R are spending a few days with an aunt before leaving England for Canada. Kate and
3-5 Hugh walk through a deserted museum and Kate is sure that she hears other chil-
dren's laughter. Nobody else sees the two children from an 18th century painting
who later play a game of ball with Kate on the skating pond-but when Kate sees the
painting a second time, the girl is holding the ball Kate had thrown her at the end of
the game. When she'd first seen the picture, the boy was holding the ball. The style is
polished, the plot soundly structured, and the story nicely appropriate in length and
complexity for middle-grades readers.
Deming, Richard. Women; The New Criminals. Nelson, 1977. 76-40209. 191p. $6.95.
A study of female criminals is objective and thoughtful, written for mature young
adults in a serious style. Deming is a careful writer, pointing out the fallacies that can
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R be found in statistics (for example, the ways different states codify and tabulate
7- crimes) and the subjectivity that can be found in individual analyses. Giving some
historical information, he discusses the increase in violence in recent years, particu-
larly in the traditionally "male" crimes committed by women, the causes in the rise
of female criminality, and the relationship between the latter and the changing roles
of women in our society. Separate chapters describe the delinquent girl, women in
prison, and other specific problems in female criminality; Deming concludes that
female criminality will, since present trends so indicate, rise until it approximates the
rate of male criminality, and that there will be a decrease of sex discrimination in
sentencing. Alas, the print is as solid as the research. A bibliography and an index are
appended.
Dieringer, Beverly. The Paper Bead Book; by Beverly Dieringer and Marjorie Morton.
McKay, 1977. 76-13251. 75p. illus. $9.95.
Clear step-by-step instructions for each procedure in making and stringing paper
R beads, or for sewing beads to other materials, are accompanied by drawings that are
6-10 usually informative. The instructions are prefaced by advice on materials and tools,
and by an introduction that gives some facts about the ease and popularity of the
craft.
Dunlop, Eileen. Elizabeth Elizabeth; illus. by Peter Farmer. Holt, 1977. 76-46578. 185p.
$6.95.
First published in England, this excellent first novel is a time-shift story set in an
R unoccupied country house in Scotland. Elizabeth, twelve, is staying with her aunt,
5-7 Kate, while her parents are abroad. She had loved Kate when she was younger, but
Kate has become brusque, distant, and preoccupied with her work at the big house,
where she is engaged on a project of historical research related to her teaching at
Oxford. Elizabeth finds a mirror that takes her into the eighteenth century and into
the body of another Elizabeth, a daughter of the mansion family. Slipping back and
forth from role to role, Elizabeth realizes that she has become obsessed by a beloved
older brother who, after her death (in 1779) became cruel and depraved. In a dramatic
denouement, Kate rescues her niece, and each learns again how much she loves the
other. Perceptive in its depiction of characters and relationships, this compelling
story is taut with suspense, solid in structure, and deft in its merging of fantasy and
realism.
Fanshawe, Elizabeth. Rachel; illus. by Michael Charlton. Bradbury, 1977. 76-9944. 25p.
$4.95.
First published in England, this story of a handicapped child is told in simply
Ad written first person, with large print for independent readers, but it can also be useful
2-3 for reading aloud to younger children. Indeed, the paucity of information about
Rachel's disability may make the book more appropriate for the read-aloud audience,
since readers in the primary grades may well be more curious about this. However,
the book does make it clear that Rachel, despite braces and wheelchair, participates
as fully as her handicap permits in classwork, chores at home, and such activities as
swimming or group games at Brownie meetings. The illustrations, soft-hued water-
colors, are deftly painted and full of action.
Gackenbach, Dick. Mother Rabbit's Son Tom. Harper, 1977. 76-18399. 32p. illus. (I Can Read
Books). Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.79 net.
Two stories about an impish young rabbit are illustrated with lighthearted drawings
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Ad in modified cartoon style. In the first tale, Mother Rabbit suggests some seasonal
1-2 delicacy several times; each time, Tom prefers a hamburger on a poppy-seed roll and
all trimmings; each time he's warned he'll turn into a hamburger. In the end, he hides
behind the bed and lets his parents find a huge, fake hamburger under the bedclothes.
In the second story, he begs for a series of pets (dog, cat, chicken, frog) until weary
Mother Rabbit says yes, one pet he could have would be a dinosaur-if there were
any. So Tom blows up a big dinosaur-balloon. The print is large, the pages unclut-
tered, and the book useful as additional fodder for beginning readers, but the stories
are not very substantial and only mildly humorous.
Griffin, John Howard. A Time To Be Human. Macmillan, 1977. 76-47468. 102p. illus. $6.95.
In Black Like Me, Griffin described his experiences with black and white people in
R the South in 1959; a white man, he had medical treatment to darken his skin. Here he
7-10 reviews some of the experiences of 1959 and goes on to discuss events in the civil
rights movement since that time, changes in attitudes in both races, and the learned
prejudice that has not changed. This is a cogent and moving plea for change, based on
Griffin's analysis of racism; he discusses Nazi philosophy and candidly explores in
himself and other whites the ingrained bias that they find difficult to recognize and
that black people recognize all too well. "If hopeful signs are dim," he concludes,
"at least they exist."
Hopkins, Lee Bennett, comp. A-Haunting We Will Go; Ghostly Stories and Poems. Whit-
man, 1977. 76-45449. 128p. illus. Trade ed. $6.75; Library ed. $5.06 net.
A collection of ghost stories nicely suited to a middle-grades audience includes one
R tale by the compiler, but most of the selections are from other collections: Gaelic
3-5 Ghosts by Sorche Nic Leodhas, Ghosts and Spectres by Bruce and Nancy Roberts,
Maria Leach's The Thing at the Foot of the Bed and Other Scary Tales, Ruth
Manning-Sanders'A Book of Ghosts and Goblins, etc. The page-layout and print are
spacious, the illustrations adequately ghostly, and the selections, many of which are
humorous, are well-chosen albeit available elsewhere.
Hopkins, Lee Bennett. Mama. Knopf, 1977. 76-47628. 90p. $4.95.
You'll remember Mama. Tough, cheerfully vulgar in her tastes (she scorns real
R flowers, preferring plastic; she scoffs at African violets because they're foreign flow-
3-5 ers), passionately dedicated to seeing that her two sons whose father has decamped
have everything they need. But Mama also wants the boys to have everything they
want, so she steals. When she works for a butcher, she steals steaks; when she works
in a department store, she steals clothes; when she works at the five-and-ten, she
steals more Christmas tree ornaments than a single tree can hold. The story is told by
the older boy (the children are never named) in a convincing narrative; he becomes
aware of Mama's thievery and anguishes about it, but he knows it is done for love.
The ambivalence he feels is perceptively portrayed, and the strength and tenderness
of his mother's love is touching, but it is in the character of Mama, made vivid
through her words and deeds as well as through her son's troubled love, that Hopkins
excels.
Johnston, Johanna. Harriet and the Runaway Book; The Story of Harriet Beecher Stowe and
Uncle Tom's Cabin; illus. by Ronald Himler. Harper, 1977. 76-24305. 80p. Trade ed.
$5.95; Library ed. $5.79 net.
A smoothly fictionalized biography is printed in large type on spacious pages,
illustrated by softly drawn black and white pictures, and written in a direct, informal
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R style. While the book's emphasis is on the writing of Uncle Tom's Cabin, it gives
3-5 balanced treatment to other aspects and periods of Stowe's life.
Jones, Diana Wynne. Dogsbody. Greenwillow, 1977. 76-28715. 242p. Trade ed. $6.95; Li-
brary ed. $5.94 net.
At a trial in the galaxy, His Effulgency Sirius, the Dog Star, is put on probation for
Ad murder of a luminary; protesting innocence, the hot-tempered Sirius is sentenced to
5-7 appear on earth in another form unless or until he finds the Zoi-a mysterious
energetic force-that actually was the culprit. Sirius appears as a new-born pup, and
he becomes the beloved pet of an Irish waif taken in by an English family; Kathleen's
father is a political prisoner, and the mother of the English family is as cruel to her as
she is to the dog, named Leo. Leo-Sirius hunts for the Zoi, aided by the sun, moon,
and earth, all of whom recognize his high status and chat with him. Although the
author knits fantasy and realism capably, the fantasy element of this story is not in
itself convincing, and it detracts from, rather than complementing, the solid impact of
a good animal story; Jones has developed both major and minor characters (human
characters) nicely.
Kessler, Ethel. What Do You Play on a Summer Day? written and illus. by Ethel and Leonard
Kessler. Parents' Magazine, 1977. 76-18095. 29p. Trade ed. $5.50; Library ed. $4.96
net.
The text is in question-and-answer form: "Josephine, Josephine what do you say?
Ad What's for lunch on a summer day?" "Let's have a picnic! Peanut butter and jelly
K-2 and cold milk and pies. We love picnics but we hate flies!" Some of the text rhymes,
but both rhyme and meter are erratic; the drawings show an urban setting, as
Josephine investigates the pursuits of her grandparents (working in their roof gar-
den), animals in the park (robin is building a nest, duck is teaching her young to
swim), the policewoman at the corner, etc. Josephine goes to the beach, has a picnic,
gets caught in a summer shower, and goes to bed. The book can help children extend
their environmental concepts and fix their awareness of the characteristics of hot
weather, but the text moves jerkily.
Lerner, Sharon. Making Jewelry; pictures by George Overlie. Lerner, 1977. 76-13066. 32p.
$3.95.
First describing the tools and materials used in making or decorating jewelry made
Ad of wire or sheet metal, the author then gives step-by-step instructions for seven
4-6 pieces, suggesting variations on the designs. All measurements are given in both
inches and centimeters; the instructions are clear; the illustrations are adequate,
although the labelling-handprinted-is not as easy to read as type would be. The
text is brief, but it gives enough information to enable a beginner to achieve some
satisfactory objects. Other books in the publisher's "An Early Craft Book" series
introduce some thirty crafts: cooking, rugmaking, flower pressing, photography, and
others; each volume contains a brief history of, or anecdote about, the craft.
Lingard, Joan. Hostages to Fortune. Nelson, 1977. 76-49646. 158p. $6.95.
In a sequel to A Proper Place and three earlier books about Sadie and Kevin
R McCoy, the young couple who had come from Ireland to England to give a better
7-10 chance to their Protestant-Catholic marriage, the McCoys lose their place when the
farm where they work is sold. They fill in for a Welsh pubkeeper who is ill, and then
decide to settle in that village, but they do not have an easy time. There are still
abrasive differences; Sadie is angry, for example, when Kevin leaves her alone on
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Christmas Eve to go to midnight mass. But they are beginning to be able to face such
differences and talk about them. They are also burdened with the insolent presence
of Kevin's runaway younger sister and-for a brief time-by a visit from Sadie's
intractably biased mother. Lingard has created well-defined, sympathetic characters
in this series, she writes about them with practiced ease and consistent candor, and
she touches on problems that are discussed in few books for young readers.
Lipsyte, Robert. One Fat Summer. Harper, 1977. 76-49746. 151p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library
ed. $5.79 net.
Adolescent Bobby Marks hates the summer, when it's more difficult to cover his
R fat body; he's the butt of malicious teasing by acquaintances, and the only person
6-10 he's comfortable with is Joanie-partly because they've been friends since age three
* and partly because she has a big nose that she's taunted about. Bobby describes the
rough time he has with a summer job, working for a penny-pinching tyrant, and trying
to evade the bully who feels Bobby's taken his job away. Joanie gets a nose job;
Bobby loses weight and gains confidence, and he learns that his hero, Pete, is fallible.
This is far superior to most of the summer-of-change stories: any change that takes
place is logical and the protagonist learns by action and reaction to be both self-
reliant and compassionate, understanding Pete's weakness as well as the bullying
persecutor's motivation. The plot elements are nicely balanced and paced, the
characterization is developed with insight, and the writing style is deft and polished.
Madison, Winifred. Call Me Danica. Four Winds, 1977. 76-48243. 203p. $6.95.
Danica, living in a small Croatian village where her family farms and operates a
R restaurant, yearns to go to Canada every time there's a letter from relatives living
5-7 there. Her parents have no intention of emigrating, but when her father dies (acute
appendicitis, untended) the financial situation dictates the wisdom of doing so. Dani-
ca's older sister is desolate at leaving her fiance, but her younger brother is delighted.
Life is hard at first, with a crowded basement apartment in Vancouver, little money,
and-worst of all-the feeling that she's a foreigner who doesn't belong, speaks with
an accent, and has no friends, but Danica eventually adjusts. She gets some part-time
jobs, makes some friends, and becomes fluent enough in English to feel that it may,
after all, be possible to achieve her goal of a career in medicine. The book has some
marked strengths and some weaknesses; it gives an excellent picture of village life as
it is now rather than the more usual quaintly rustic depiction, and it gives a vivid
picture of the difficulties of the newcomer to a new culture and language; on the other
hand, the structure of the story is crowded by sub-plots and minor characters.
Marsh, Winifred Petchey. People of the Willow; The Padlimiut Tribe of the Caribou Eskimo.
Oxford, 1977. 63p. $10.95.
A long introduction, illustrated with small paintings in the broad margins, explains
SpC how the author-artist learned to adjust when she came as a bride, in 1933, to join her
8- husband as a colonial missionary to a Padlimiut community on the shore of Hudson
Bay. Although she describes some of her watercolor paintings, Marsh devotes most
of her very interesting preface to a discussion of the life she led, the Eskimo people
with whom she lived, and the beauty of the region. A section of full-page reproduc-
tions of her paintings, soft in color and beautifully detailed, follows, with some
paintings of clothing (decorated with stunning beadwork) concluding the book. This
should be of special interest to art lovers, although it may also be useful as material
supplementary to the social studies curriculum, since the paintings give considerable
information about the Padlimiut culture.
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Mazer, Norma Fox. The Solid Gold Kid; by Norma Fox Mazer and Harry Mazer. Delacorte,
1977. 76-47238. 219p. $6.95.
Derek Chapman, waiting in the rain for a bus, asks a couple in a van-which he's
R seen parked up the street-for a ride; he offers a pretty blond girl the same opportu-
6-9 nity, and three other adolescents hop in also. Not until they find the doors locked and
realize they are being driven out of town do the five worry-and Derek has the
answer: they are being kidnapped. The others have been caught accidentally; Derek
is the intended victim, the son of a very wealthy man. The harrowing experience
brings out the best and the worst in the five young people, as they quarrel and snipe at
each other, filled with fear, and suffering from sadistic treatment. The Mazers create
a believable situation and explore actions and reactions with percipience; the charac-
ters are sharply defined, and their relationships develop logically. But this is more
than a perceptive analysis of people under stress, it is also an adventure story with a
strong plot, good pace, and well-maintained suspense.
Mohr, Nicholasa. In Nueva York. Dial, 1977. 76-42931. 208p. $7.95.
In a series of interrelated short stories set in a Puerto Rican neighborhood of
R Manhattan, Mohr creates a remarkably vivid tapestry of community life as well as of
8-12 individual characters. Lali, the young bride of Rudi, who is twice her age and who
has brought her to New York to help him run his luncheonette, goes to night school
English classes with the dwarf William, who secretly adores her. William has just
come from home to see Old Mary, who had not seen her illegitimate child since his
infancy. The self-reliant Raquel, who works at times for Rudi, is independent enough
to make her children feel comfortable attending the wedding of a gay friend, Johnny,
who for a practical reason marries a lesbian. Jennie and Angie, who have a reunion at
the luncheonette, are former schoolmates, one of whom is going on to college, the
other trying to achieve a normal life after being a prostitute and drug addict. Tough,
candid, and perceptive, the book has memorable characters, resilient and responsive,
in a sharply-etched milieu.
Nickl, Peter. Crocodile, Crocodile; illus. by Binette Schroeder. Tundra/Scribner, 1977. 24p.
$7.95.
Handsome illustrations, sophisticated in surreal style, are beautifully composed
Ad and detailed for a book, first published in German, in which the rhyming text is far
K-3 weaker than the pictures. The fantasy presents a crocodile who, hearing of a
crocodile store, becomes intrigued and makes his way to Paris. To his horror, Omar
the Crocodile finds that the store is not for his kind, but sells things made of crocodile
leather. So he swallows the nearest customer and goes back to Egypt with various
garments and accessories as gifts for friends. The ecological message and the insub-
stantial plot are of minor interest; it is the dream-like scenes, the subtle use of color,
Sand the wittiness of the illustrations that give the book its value. This is the first of a
Tundra series, "Children's Books as Works of Art."
Nolan, Dennis. Alphabrutes; written and illus. by Dennis Nolan. Prentice-Hall, 1977. 76-
45439. 28p. $5.95.
A cumulation of grotesque green creatures display, shirts with letters of the al-
NR phabet; save for the fact that they appear in order and that they utter sounds shown in
3-5 balloons (aargh, blurp, cackle, duh, eek, fo-de-o-do, gurgle, ho ho, ick, jeep, kluck
yrs. .. .) on some pages, there is no text. The pictures present a story line that is both
feeble and difficult to decipher, the letters of the alphabet are not presented well
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enough for the book to be useful in learning them, and the illustrations-although
they capitalize on the current predilection for monstrosities-are cluttered.
Patent, Dorothy Hinshaw. Evolution Goes On Every Day; drawings by Matthew Kalmenoff.
Holiday House, 1977. 76-50525. 156p. $6.95.
Patent is one of those rare science writers who combine authoritative knowledge, a
R detached and objective attitude, and an ability to write for the layman with fluency
8- and clarity. Her discussion of evolution is neatly organized and comprehensive,
* embodying both recent developments and the scientific attitude. And when she
speaks of theories or conjecture, she carefully distinguishes between them and facts.
Here she describes some of the evolutionary changes in progress in contemporary
species of fauna and flora, analyzing the various factors that effect change or encour-
age the emergence of new species. The text also discusses the effects of human
interference with natural selection, research findings about resistant strains and
linked genetic traits, and the problems and promise of genetic engineering. A bibliog-
raphy and a relative index are appended; illustrations are informative and are care-
fully placed in relation to textual references.
Peterson, Jeanne Whitehouse. I Have a Sister; My Sister Is Deaf; pictures by Deborah Ray.
Harper, 1977. 76-24306. 29p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.79 net.
No names are used in this long monologue by a small girl who describes her even
R smaller sister, who has just begun school. The child explains that her sister can say
4-6 some words, but not very clearly, that she can hear just a little (this is inferred from
yrs. the fact that the deaf child brought bananas when her sister asked for pajamas), that
she reads lips and watches people's eyes for clues to meaning. The account doesn't
explain the causes of deafness or give much information about teaching the hard of
hearing, as does Wolf's book (reviewed below) but it can give young children an
understanding of the fact that deaf children can be alert, intelligent, and sensitive,
and that they share all the interests of children with normal hearing. The tone is
gentle, with an undercurrent of poignancy, and the writing is direct and simple.
Prescott, Gerald Webber. The Diatoms; A Photomicrographic Book. Coward, 1977. 76-
16582. 48p. illus. $5.96.
Authoritative, informative, and amply illustrated, this discussion of the mag-
Ad nificently diverse one-celled plants may have a limited audience because of the dry
6-9 writing style and the heavy look of the pages, which are closely printed. Prescott
describes the external forms of diatoms, their internal structure, their place in food
chains, and their two methods of reproduction. A glossary, a brief reading list and
index, and instructions for preparing microscope slides are included, although the
text does not make it clear that preparing slides and using a high-powered microscope
are complex procedures.
Rounds, Glen. Mr. Yowder and the Steamboat; written and illus. by Glen Rounds. Holiday
House, 1977. 76-43089. 43p. $5.95.
Rounds' scratchy, vigorous line drawings are exactly right for the ebullient humor
R of his tall, tall tale about Mr. Yowder, a luxuriantly mustachioed character who,
3-6 while visiting New York City, feels an urge to go fishing. Well, one thing leads
improbably to another, and our hero finds himself on a huge liner, playing cards with
the captain. Having won the poor man's license and that of the tugboat pilot, Yowder
decides only he can dock the boat. And that's how a steamboat gets stuck under an
elevated track in Manhattan.
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Schick, Eleanor. One Summer Night; written and illus. by Eleanor Schick. Greenwillow,
1977. 76-25199. 26p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $5.94 net.
As are other Schick books, this modest story is set in a heterogeneous urban
Ad neighborhood, has a slight text, and is illustrated with precisely drawn pictures that
4-6 show interior and outdoor details with realistic fidelity. Stirred by a summer breeze,
yrs. Laura gets out of bed to put on a record and dance, and there is a chain reaction as
other neighbors catch the spirit; the story ends with Laura sitting up very late with
her mother and little brother to watch the spontaneous dancing party in the street
below.
Slote, Alfred. The Hotshot; photographs by William LaCrosse. Watts, 1977. 76-19781. 87p.
(Triumph Books). $5.90.
The first title in a series designed for slow or reluctant older readers should win the
R intended audience as well as readers in the middle grades. Slote has simplified his
4-6 usual writing style adroitly, with crisp dialogue and short sentences, and the print is
large and clear. The plot is not unusual: a team player learns that it's better to work
with the hockey team than try to score alone. However, the first person writing gives
the story a sense of immediacy, so that the plot is convincing, and the book has the
appeals of action sequences in the hockey games and of a wish granted, for hotshot
Paddy wins a place on the all-city team and a chance to play in the state tournament.
A glossary of hockey terms is appended.
Smith, Jay H. Hockey's Legend, Bobby Orr. Creative Education/Childrens Press, 1977.
76-45862. 31p. illus. $4.95.
Illustrated by photographs, the text describes Orr's career with the Boston Bruins,
M approaching the subject from the viewpoint of Boston fans: the long years of poor
3-4 play and the anticipation of having Orr (then too young to play on a major league
team but already signed by Boston) on the team. Most of the text describes Orr's
record-breaking performance, his series of injuries and operations, and the plaudits
of other players. The book concludes with, "Perhaps Bobby will never be able to
play for the Chicago Black Hawks .. ." Although more recent than Marshall Bur-
chard's book on Orr, this is less informative, and less appropriate for younger
readers because of smaller and more closely set type.
Snyder, Anne. My Name Is Davy; I'm an Alcoholic. Holt, 1977. 76-28457. 128p. $5.95.
The only child of parents in their fifties, Davy had never learned how to play with
M other children; now he was fifteen, a lonely outsider and a secret drinker. When some
7-10 of his classmates found he kept liquor in his locker, they accepted Davy as one of
their group, even setting him up with a promiscuous girl, Maxi, when they learned he
was a virgin. Davy was drunk, and nothing happened-but after that he and Maxi
met and talked. He really talked, for the first time, to someone who was becoming a
friend. Then they became lovers-and both kept on drinking. After being beaten up
by some toughs, Davy decided to quit, to tell his parents and join Alcoholics
Anonymous. "No son of mine is going to associate with a bunch of drunks," his
father roared; his mother took Davy to see a psychiatrist, but Davy was defensive
and uncooperative. When Maxi has convulsions as part of her withdrawal effort, that
does it. Davy goes to the A.A. with Maxi. They both stop drinking, but Davy's
increasingly surly; when they run into some friends on the beach Maxi wants to play
it safe, but Davy insists on staying. They both get drunk, but Maxi goes swimming
and drowns. Davy wallows in misery and one day, when a younger boy asked him to
buy some liquor, Davy finally capitulates. He goes to A.A. and announces, as he had
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earlier refused to do, "My name is Davy. I'm an alcoholic." While the ending
indicates that there may be a change, the mood of the whole book is pessimistic; it
would be more convincing were Davy's and Maxi's home situations less dominated
by bullying fathers and absent or preoccupied mothers, or were there some non-
drinking adolescents outside of A.A. The writing style, however, is adequate, as is
the characterization, and the author handles the basic problems with objective under-
standing.
Solomon, Louis. The Ma & Pa Murders and Other Perfect Crimes. Lippincott, 1977.
76-56080. 156p. illus. $7.95.
A television writer, Solomon presents accounts of six unsolved crimes in an infor-
M mal, sometimes slangy, text: the double Borden murder, the murder of Serge Rubin-
6-9 stein, the kidnapping of Charley Ross, the multiple paintings stolen from the Brook-
lyn Museum, an airplane hijacking, and the disappearance of some important fossil
evidence of Peking Man. The material is inherently dramatic, but the author lessens
dramatic impact by overwriting, by deviation from chronological reporting, and by
beginning each segment with a situation-setter that seems unnecessary, and conclud-
ing each with either conjecture or pontification.
Steiner, Barbara A. Biography of a Kangaroo Rat; drawings by Linda Powell, Putnam, 1977.
76-5450. 63p. $4.97.
Large, clear print and plenty of white space on the pages give visual clarity to a
R simply written, if somewhat dry text. Like many life cycle books, this has a narrative
3-5 framework (but no anthropomorphism or undue fictionalization) in which the author
has incorporated facts about the kangaroo rat's habits, habitat, predators, diet, mat-
ing and breeding patterns, and anatomical idiosyncrasies. The illustrations are soft
pencil drawings, meticulously realistic, that add an active note to the book.
Stolz, Mary Slattery. Ferris Wheel. Harper, 1977. 76-41511. 131p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library
ed. $6.79 net.
Life seemed desolate and the prospect of fifth grade dreary to Polly, whose best
Ad friend, Kate, was moving away. She'd always been irritated by her brother Rusty,
4-5 but couldn't understand her own sour moods and spasms of temper. And why quarrel
with Kate? Polly extends herself to make overtures to the new girl from a house
nearby, but Consuela doesn't respond. What Polly learns about herself through
changes in a few months is that she must accept change and make compromises, for
when she tries making a serious effort to draw Consuela out-it works. Stolz is a
good craftsman, and her characters, writing style, and setting flow smoothly to-
gether; what the book lacks is a focus of action.
Swenson, May. The Guess & Spell Coloring Book; drawings by Lise Gladstone. Scribner,
1977. 76-24874. 50p. $6.95.
In a book designed to encourage observation and to stimulate the imagination, the
NR text is divided into three parts. The first resembles a workbook: a description is
2-4 followed by three blank lines to be filled in by the user: "Print the name," "Write the
name," and "Color it on page ." Second, there is a series of black and white
pictures, some clear and some not as easily comprehensible; some have dark areas
that make coloring difficult. The second set of pages is not in the same order as the
first. Third, a page of color photographs on which the drawings are based has on its
reverse side the answers to the questions in part one, with each word in a numbered
box; the numbers do not match the pages of either part one or part two: for example,
the question on page 22 begins, "What has a Great Red Spot, and is the largest ball
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that moves around our Sun?" The matching picture (not easy to interpret) is on page
35, and the answer, the planet Jupiter, is number 10. The illustrations are handsome,
the book has some appeal for its game element, but the several weaknesses of the
arrangement of material limit severely the success of the objective as described in the
foreword.
Ter Haar, Jaap. The World of Ben Lighthart; tr. from the Dutch by Martha Mearns. De-
lacorte, 1977. 76-47236. 82p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.47 net.
Ben wakes in the hospital to realize that the street accident he was in has left him
Ad blind. First in the hospital and later at home, he goes through the painful stages of
6-8 despair, fear, anger, and eventually acceptance as he adjusts to the limitations of his
condition. The author emphasizes the positive aspects: the realization that Ben's
family and friends give supportive love, that he can do many things despite having to
give up some activities, and-at the close of the story-his acceptance of the wisdom
of being in a rehabilitative institute. There are, however, some puzzling omissions:
why, when other hospital friends are named, is the one person who is most helpful to
Ben in his adjustment referred to only as "the student" and why is there no therapy
or rehabilitation program at the hospital? The story is competently written, the
translation has a colloquial flow, and the author gives a convincing picture of Ben's
acceptance of his blindness, but there are times when the effect of the story is more
that of a case history than a novel.
Thane, Adele. Gilbert and Sullivan Operettas Adapted for Half-hour Performance. Plays,
Inc., 1977. 76-29002. 330p. $12.95.
Savoyards may moan at any curtailment of the beloved Gilbert and Sullivan
Ad operettas, but the abbreviated versions will probably be welcomed by many teachers
5-8 and group leaders working with children, since limitations of presentation time or
time needed for memorization and rehearsal may otherwise prohibit use of the mate-
rial. The songs, with notation following each operetta, have been carefully pared: the
adapter has kept the essence and most of the best dialogue of each script. Each
operetta is preceded by a description of the plot and followed by production notes.
The adaptations are royalty-free. An index to the songs indicates in which of the
eight operettas they occur.
Townsend, John Rowe. Top of the World; pictures by John Wallner. Lippincott, 1977. 76-
48219. 94p. $5.95.
"1 want to go to heaven," the story begins, and Mom answers Donald, "You can't
Ad go to heaven today. It's Tuesday. Tuesdays I don't go to heaven, I go shopping."
2-4 Donald's father is caretaker of an office building, and to a small child who lives in a
basement flat the lavish executive suite penthouse has seemed heavenly--especially
the garden where Donald and his sister Kathy could play. The story doesn't quite
live up to its smashing start, as Donald slips off to the penthouse alone, is rescued by
Kathy, despite her fear, when he climbs onto a catwalk, and is agonized over by the
president of the company, an old man paying a surprise visit to the penthouse. The
surly superintendendent of the building is put in his place by old Mr. Swanson, who
then tells the children they may play in the roof garden if they are supervised and also
suggests that a better place to play might be provided by taking over the management
parking lot. It's a bit too neat, but the writing style is nicely gauged in difficulty for
younger readers, and the plot has pace and suspense. Townsend, who has written so
many superb books for older readers, demonstrates that he can indeed turn his
skilled hand to stories for younger ones.
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Waber, Bernard. Good-bye, Funny Dumpy-Lumpy. Houghton, 1977. 76-14349. 64p. illus.
$6.95.
Each of the five chapters is a self-contained episode in the life of a Victorian family
R living in a small village. Monroe, Octavia, and Eudora squabble in a mild way, vie for
4-7 parental attention, share an awed curiosity about a great-grandfather and an embar-
yrs. rassed sympathy for an aunt whose husband has had too much wine. They are all
cats, but they have been invested by Waber with the essence of child behavior in a
gently humorous, affectionate way. Much of the story is told in dialogue, and the
dialogue is delightful, especially in one episode in which Mother and Father are
exposed to the "everybody else does it that way" routine. The scribbly black and
white drawings are at times cluttered, but they have vitality.
Wahl, Jan. Doctor Rabbit's Foundling; illus; by Cyndy Szekeres. Pantheon Books, 1977.
76-42460. 26p. $3.95.
While returning from a visit to a patient, Dr. Rabbit found a tiny basket with a
M note, signed "Unhappy Mother," asking the finder to take care of her child. Named
3-5 "Tiny Toad," the infant grew, watched by admiring members of the animal commu-
yrs. nity and loved by her foster father. Finally, Tiny Toad grew old enough to leave and
join other toads; Dr. Rabbit knew that all children grow and leave home, but "his
eyes flickered with tears," the story ends. The drawings are softly colored, rather
sentimental; the story should appeal to young children, since it reflects their own
continuing growth and independence. The text is not impressive in substance, but it's
simply written and it has a reassuring aura of doting affection.
Walsh, Kevin. Hockey for Beginners. Four Winds, 1976. 76-17528. 129p. illus. $7.95.
A former sportswriter and hockey coach tells all. Unfortunately, he gives advice
Ad that would be needed by beginners and also provides diagrams for complex plays (in
5-8 chapters on offensive and defensive play) that the beginner may well find difficult to
interpret. The text is addressed to boys and all of the photographs are of boys in
posed, rather than action, shots. However, the basics are all here: rules, equipment,
exercises, diagram of the rink, and tips on all the several skills (checking, shooting,
handling a puck) for the player, as well as positional play. The information is accu-
rate, but it's solidly instructional and therefore rather heavy reading. A glossary of
terms and an index are appended.
Wasson, Valentina Pavlovna. The Chosen Baby; illus. by Glo Coalson; Rev. ed. Lippincott,
1977. 76-41391. 41p. $5.95.
A revised edition of a 1939 publication, this is newly illustrated by Coalson's
R paintings, which have warmth and spontaneity. The story describes a couple who
3-5 have not had children although they wanted them; the Browns go to an adoption
yrs. agency, and then wait. And wait. When they are telephoned, they rush over and are
instantly captivated by a baby boy whom they name Peter. There are some reassur-
ing incidents about the welcome given by the extended family, and then about the
adoption of a second child and Peter's reaction to a baby sister. The writing style,
especially in dialogue, is rather stiff ("We want to find a baby sister for Peter," say
the Browns, and the agency worker answers, "We will gladly try to find a sister for
Peter.") but it is direct, and the story gives a clear picture of the Browns' longing,
their delight, and the acceptance by grandparents and other relatives. This won't
answer every question, but it's a fine first book for very young adopted children, and
it can foster understanding in the child who is not adopted.
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Watson, Nancy Dingman. Blueberries Lavender: Songs of the Farmer's Children; drawings
by Erik Blegvad. Addison-Wesley, 1977. 76-18226. 40p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed.
$4.46 net.
Blegvad's small pen and wash drawings echo the mood of serenity and space in a
Ad collection of poems that celebrate the small events of the reasons in a rural setting.
3-5 Despite the occasional faltering of rhyme or rhythm, the poems see events from a
child's viewpoint and some also have narrative appeal. While they contain no il-
luminating imagery, they are often evocative.
Wilkinson, Brenda Scott. Ludell and Willie. Harper, 1977. 76-18402. 181p. Trade ed. $5.95;
Library ed. $5.79 net.
A sequel to Ludell finds the doughty adolescent still living with her grandmother,
R whom she calls Mama, and more than ever in love with Willie, the very nice boy next
6-9 door. Although the story line is more substantial than that of the earlier book, this is
primarily a facet of the black experience, for Ludell works for a white family and
resents the way she is treated, sympathizes with Willie in his worrying about his
future, and participates in the mutually supportive life of the black community in her
town. While the use of phonetically spelled dialect is more controlled in this second
novel, there are still some instances of this ("Everybody dark who be with Lilly nem
do,") or of colloquialism in exposition ("He kissed her like he longed to.") Ludell
worries about Mama, who is increasingly frail and forgetful, and she is furiously
resentful when her mother insists that she come to New York after Mama dies. But
Ludell loses; she must leave Willie, she must leave her classmates just before gradua-
tion. While this is a story about a black adolescent, it is a story about problems all
teenagers share: loving and being loved, moving toward independence, being con-
cerned about the pattern of adult life that suddenly seems so close.
Willard, Nancy. Simple Pictures Are Best; pictures by Tomie de Paola. Harcourt, 1977.
76-4923. 28p. $7.95.
A shoemaker and his wife call in a photographer to take a picture of them on their
Ad wedding anniversary. Although the photographer keeps assuring them that simple
K-2 pictures are best, the two subjects keep thinking of one thing after another they want
included in the photograph. The text cumulates as they add new objects, finally
prepared to be immortalized with: a bunch of carrots, a large squash, a violin, a pie, a
cat, etc. But no smiles. The photographer's helper tries tricks to make the two smile,
but nothing works until their bull charges the photographer; then they roar with
enjoyment. The picture, when developed, has been taken by the helper and shows
only the angry bull. The photographer staggers wearily home. There's some non-
sense, humor, pleasant illustrations, and the appeals of cumulation and repetition,
but the ending is flat and the couple's amusement at a potentially dangerous and
certainly frightening situation is a dubious element in the story.
Winthrop, Elizabeth. Potbellied Possums; drawings by Barbara McClintock. Holiday House,
1977. 76-17829. 29p. $4.95.
Gertrude (possum) is potbellied because she eats so much, and her brother thin
M because he eats daintily. When their mother sends them out at night to forage, Otto
4-6 follows Gertrude because he's afraid of the dark, but he sneers at the garbage she
yrs. eats. One night Gertrude leaves early and Otto, alone, is frightened; by the time he
finds Gertrude, resting in a garbage can, he is so hungry that he eats garbage too-
and they both come home with potbellies. The slight story, illustrated with distract-
ingly busy pictures, is adequate in writing style, but it has a weak plot and no
compensating feature such as humor-unless one considers overeating humorous.
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Wiseman, Bernard. Iglook's Seal; written and illus. by Bernard Wiseman. Dodd, 1977. 76-
23410. 46p. $4.95.
Iglook, six years old, is taken on his first hunting trip by his father; they cannot
M catch a seal, but see a baby seal that Iglook wants as a pet. His mother cooks fish
2-3 soup for the young seal, called Sulak, but as he grows he needs more and more food.
The other members of the community tease Iglook because he spends all his time
fishing, but he has the last laugh when his tame seal catches more fish for the family
than they can eat. Everybody takes off looking for their own baby seals. The illustra-
tions are in cartoon style; the story shows family affection and kindness to animals,
but it has a slightly patronizing attitude toward the Eskimo community, whose mem-
bers are either taunting or envious.
Wolf, Bernard. Anna's Silent World; written and photographed by Bernard Wolf. Lippincott,
1977. 76-52943. 48p. $6.95.
Photographs of excellent quality capture, in candid shots, the charm and vitality of
R six-year-old Anna, born deaf. Like Edna Levine's Lisa and Her Soundless World
2-4 (reviewed in the October, 1974 issue) this shows how a deaf child learns to talk and
makes clear the fact that the limited abilities of those who are deaf are not an
indication of limited intelligence. This, however, is more smoothly written than
Lisa's story, and the photographs more informative than its drawings. Wolf's pic-
tures and text show vividly the way in which therapy sessions and special equipment
have made it possible for Anna to attend classes with children who have normal
hearing. The activities pictured and the warmth of the family scenes give variety and
balance to the text.
Zimmermann, Arnold. Troll Island; written and illus. by Arnold Zimmermann. Crossing
Press, 1977. 76-55849. 64p. Trade ed. $6.95; Paper ed. $3.95.
Awkward line drawings illustrate a labored fantasy in which the language is often
NR florid and the vocabulary just as often veers from simplicity into polysyllabic turgid-
3-4 ity. On an island in the nothern ocean, a troll lives in gloomy isolation; he is irritated
when a shipwrecked family starts a farm; he is unresponsive when the elves who
have come over with the Swansens urge him not to break down the fences they have
built to protect their livestock. The elves arrange with the queen of a bee city to have
ten of her guards sting the troll, so that they can bargain with him: healing salve for a
promise to leave the human beings alone. It works, the elves tell old Mrs. Swansen,
who is delighted, and they all live happily ever after. The troll even gets presents.
Added to the weakness of the plot is the illogical variance in dialogue; the troll says,
"Eeeughquoick moohoofoughmiowss," in questioning an elf, and when he gets the
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. Corn Is Maize. 2.
Alive to Art: Exploring Colours and Crafts.
Llobera. 60.
Alive to Art: Introducing Subjects and Skills.
Llobera. 60.
Alive to Art: Portraying People and Places.
Llobera. 60.
All Because of Jill. Martini. 14.
All-in-All. Gaeddert. 106.
All It Takes Is Practice. Miles, B. 95.
All the Children Were Sent Away. Garrigue. 57.
All This Wild Land. Clark, A. 120.
ALLAN. Mystery in Rome. 69.
ALLEN. Remarkable Ride of Israel Bissell. 47.
Alligators and Music. Elliott. 89.
Alligator's Toothache. De Groat, illus. 140.
Almira's Violets. Fregosi. 75.
Alone Amid All This Noise. Reit, comp. 16.
Alphabrutes. Nolan. 178.
Amazing Bone. Steig. 115.
Amazing Miss Laura. Colman. 73.
America Is Not All Traffic Lights. Fleming,
comp. 9.
Amish People. Meyer, C. 28.
And It Is Still That Way. Baylor, comp. 138.
And This Is Laura. Conford. 173.
ANDERS. Look at Old Age. 117.
ANDERSON. In the Keep of Time. 169.
Andrew and the Alchemist. Byfield. 172.
ANGIER. Ask for Love and They Give You
Rice Pudding. 169.
Animal Babies of East Africa. Dossenbach. 104.
Animal Doctors. Curtis, P. 156.
Animal Games. Freedman. 106.
Animals of the Deserts. Johnson, S. 58.
Animals of the Sea. Selsam. 66.
Ann the Word. Campion. 72.
Anna's Silent World. Wolf. 185.
ANNO, illus. Anno's Counting Book. 170.
Anno's Counting Book. Anno, illus. 170.
Antrim's Orange. Sunderlin. 18.
Are You in the House Alone? Peck, R. 111.
AREM. Gems and Jewelry. 2.
Arilla Sun Down. Hamilton. 43.
Around Fred's Bed. Pinkwater. 149.
Art of the Woodland Indians. Glubok. 141.
Arthur's Pen Pal. Hoban. 11.
As I Walked Out One Evening. Plotz, comp. 64.
Ashanti to Zulu. Musgrove. 110.
ASHLEY. Terry on the Fence. 170.
ASIMOV. How Did We Find Out About
Atoms? 70.
- . How Did We Find Out About Nuclear
Power? 153.
Ask for Love and They Give You Rice Pudding.
Angier. 169.
At Home. Ridley. 80.
At Mary Bloom's. Aliki. 37.
AULAIRE. Terrible Troll-Bird. 53.
Axe-Time, Sword-Time. Corcoran. 6.
BACH. Father Every Few Years. 137.
---. Most Delicious Camping Trip Ever. 70.
BADER. Trademark Scandinavia. 137.
Bagel Baker of Mulliner Lane. Blau. 86.
BAKER. Dupper. 38.
BARBER. Strong Land & A Sturdy. 85.
BARKER. Oba of Benin. 153.
BARKIN. Slapdash Cooking. 21.
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BARTH, ad. Cupid and Psyche. 137.
BARTOLI. Snow on Bear's Nose. 170.
Baseball Brothers. Rubin. 65.
Basil in Mexico. Titus. 34.
Bat. Leen. 27.
BATTERBERRY. Panetheon Story of Ameri-
can Art for Young People. 101.
Battle in the Arctic Seas. Taylor, T. 98.
BAUER. Foster Child. 153.
BAWDEN. Devil by the Sea. 70.
BAYLOR. Hawk, I'm Your Brother. 2.
- We Walk in Sandy Places. 85.
-- , comp. And It Is Still That Way. 138.
Bear & the Fly. Winter. 52.
Bear Who Wanted to Be a Bear. Steiner, J. 151.
BEARDMORE. Treasure of Spanish Bay. 138.
Bearymore. Freeman. 140.
Beat the Turtle Drum. Greene. 124.
BEATTY. Billy Bedamned, Long Gone By. 170.
--- . Something To Shout About. 86.
Bed Book. Plath. 96.
Beetle Bush. Keller, B. 26.
BEHRENS. Colonial Farm. 38.
Bella Abzug. Faber. 56.
BELLAIRS. Letter, the Witch, and the Ring. 71.
BENABO. Moonlight Kingdom. 2.
BENCHLEY. Kilroy and the Gull. 138.
-- . Snorri and the Strangers. 86.
BENDICK. How Animals Behave. 2.
- . Mystery of the Loch Ness Monster. 101.
Benny Uncovers a Mystery. Warner, G. 50.
Bernard Sees the World. Freschet. 75.
BERSON. Rats Who Lived in the Delicatessen.
3.
Betsy's First Day at Nursery School. Wolde.
116.
Beyond Another Door. Levitin. 129.
Bible Stories You Can't Forget No Matter How
Hard You Try. Efron. 105.
BIERHORST, ed. Black Rainbow. 101.
Big Bad Bruce. Peet. 163.
Big Sister Tells Me That I'm Black. Adoff. 37.
Billy Bedamned, Long Gone By. Beatty. 170.
Billy Jo Jive Super Private Eye. Shearer. 149.
BINZEN. Alfred Goes Flying. 53.
. Year after Year. 138.
Biography of a Buzzard. Freschet. 141.
Biography of a Kangaroo Rat. Steiner, B. 181.
Biography of an Armadillo. Hopf. 43.
Bird. Skorpen. 32.
Birds' Woodland. Farrar. 90.
BISHOP. Oh Riddlesticks! 154.
Bitter Herbs and Honey. Cohen. 73.
Black Madonna. Hope-Simpson. 142.
Black Rainbow. Bierhorst, ed. 101.
BLADES. Boy of Tache' 154.
BLAKE, C. Quiz Book on Black America. 118.
BLAKE, Q. Improbable Book of Records. 38.
BLANCO. Los Aguinaldos del Infante. 53.
Blanket. Bumingham. 119.
BLAU. Bagel Baker of Mulliner Lane. 86.
BLEGVAD, illus. Burnie's Hill. 171.
BLOCHER. Jazz. 38.
Bloody Country. Collier. 55.
BLUE. Yo-Yo Kid. 54.
Blue Jeans. Rosenbloom. 113.
Blue Stone. Kennedy. 127.
Blueberries Lavender. Watson, N. 184.
Bobo, the Troublemaker. Schlein. 113.
BODECKER. Hurry, Hurry, Mary Dear! 154.
BOND, ad. Paddington on Stage. 154.
BONHAM. Missing Persons League. 39.
BONZON. Runaway Flying Horse. 54.
Books; From Writer to Reader. Greenfeld. 124.
Boris Bad Enough. Kraus. 93.
Born on the Circus. Powledge. 29.
BORNSTEIN. Little Gorilla. 21.
BOSTON. Fossil Snake. 3.
.Stones of Green Knowe. 39.
BOVA. City of Darkness. 3.
BOWMAN. New Women in Medicine. 71.
Boy Had a Mother Who Bought Him a Hat.
Kuskin. 94.
Boy of Tache Blades. 154.
BRADBURY. Snake That Couldn't Slither. 139.
BRADLEY, ad. Paddington on Stage. 154.
BRADY, E. Toliver's Secret. 71.
BRADY, I. Wild Mouse. 118.
BRANDENBERG. I Wish I Was Sick, Too! 39.
BRANSCUM. Toby, Granny, and George. 21.
Break a Leg, Betsy Maybe! Kingman. 144.
BREINBURG. Shawn's Red Bike. 3.
BRENNER. On the Frontier with Mr. Audu-
bon. 171.
BRIDGERS. Home Before Dark. 155.
BRIN. Story of Esther. 4.
BROWER. Colonial Farm. 38.
BROWN, F. Racing Against the Odds: Robyn
C. Smith. 22.
BROWN, J. Wonders of Seals and Sea Lions. 87.
BROWN, M. T. One Two Three. 71.
BROWN, M. W. Yesterday I Climbed a Moun-
tain. 118.
BROWN, R. Find Debbie! 4.
BROWNE. Through the Magic Mirror. 171.
BRUUN-RASMUSSEN. Make-Up, Costumes
and Masks for the Stage. 171.
BRYAN, ad. Adventures of Aku. 87.
BUDBILL. Snowshoe Trek to Otter River. 4.
Bugs. Hoberman. 142.
Bugs in the Peanut Butter. Weiner. 35.
BULLA. Marco Moonlight. 72.
BULYCHEV. Alice. 172.
BUNIN. Is That Your Sister? 102.
BUNTING. Winter's Coming. 172.
BURCH. Two That Were Tough. 118.
BURCHARD, M. Sports Hero: Pete Rose. 139.
BURCHARD, S. Sports Star: Chris Evert. 118.
Burglar Next Door. Williams, J. 100.
Burnie's Hill. Blegvad, illus. 171.
BURNINGHAM. Blanket. 119.
- . Cupboard. 119.
- Dog. 119.
.Friend. 119.
BURSTEIN. Rifka Grows Up. 102.
But I Thought You Really Loved Me. Minshull.
147.
But I'm Ready to Go. Albert. 85.
But What About Me? Love. 27.
BUTLER. Girl Named Wendy. 87.
Button in Her Ear. Litchfield. 13.
By George, Bloomers! St. George. 17.
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BYARS. Pinballs. 119.
. TV Kid. 4.
BYFIELD. Andrew and the Alchemist. 172.
Cabin in the Sky. Corcoran. 88.
CALHOUN. Euphonia and the Flood. 87.
.Medicine Show. 102.
Call Me Danica. Madison. 177.
CALLEN. Pinch. 5.
CAMPBELL. Legend of Lost Earth. 172.
CAMPION. Ann the Word. 72.
Canada Geese. Scott. 17.
Captain Butcher's Body. Corbett. 139.
CARAS. Skunk for a Day. 5.
Careers in Theatre, Music, and Dance. Horton.
91.
CARLE. Eric Carle's Storybook. 124.
CARLSON. Triple Boy. 155.
Carol Burnett. Church. 55.
CARPELAN. Dolphins in the City. 22.
CARPENTER. Old China Trade. 39.
CARRICK, C. Accident. 88.
CARRICK, M. Splodges. 5.
Cart and Cwidder. Jones, D. 161.
CARTWRIGHT. What's in a Map? 72.
Cats. Phipson. 112.
Cat's Quizzer. Seuss. 114.
CAVANNA. Mystery of the Emerald Buddha.
119.
Caves. Gans. 157.
CHACE. Wonders of Prairie Dogs. 139.
Chalk Box Story. Freeman. 123.
Champion of Merrimack County. Drury. 104.
Chance, Luck & Destiny. Dickinson, P. 55.
CHANT. Red Moon and Black Mountain. 22.
Chanukah. Greenfeld. 57.
Chasing Trouble. Luger. 27.
CHENG. Chinese New Year. 54.
CHESTER. Let's Go on a Space Shuttle. 22.
CHEW. Trouble with Magic. 119.
Chick Hatches. Cole, J. 103.
Chicken. Weil. 134.
Chicken Forgets. Miles, M. 62.
Child of the Owl. Yep. 135.
CHILDRESS. "Let's Hear It For The Queen."
120.
Chinese New Year. Cheng. 54.
Chinese Puzzle of Shag Island. St. George. 30.
Chocolate Moose for Dinner. Gwynne. 107.
CHORAO. Molly's Moe. 120.
Chosen Baby. Wasson. 183.
Chris Evert; The Young Champion. Haney. 125.
CHRISTMAN. Nice Italian Girl. 40.
Christmas All Around the House. Pettit. 46.
Christmas Cat. Holmes. 58.
Christmas Cookbook. Purdy. 64.
Christmas Cookie Tree. Irion. 91.
Christmas Crafts For Everyone. Coskey. 40.
Christmas Gifts for You To Make. Purdy. 46.
Christmas in the Woods. Frost. 57.
Christmas Strangers. Thayer. 33.
CHRISTOPHER. Power Play. 54.
CHURCH. Carol Burnett. 55.
--- . Margaret Mead. 5.
City of Darkness. Bova. 3.
City Planning in Ancient Times. Segal. 165.
CLARK, A. All This Wild Land. 120.
CLARK, M. G. Mystery of Sebastian Island. 55.
CLARK, M. T. Sky Is Free. 72.
CLARKE. Early Rising. 73.
CLEAVER. Trial Valley. 155.
CLIFTON. Three Wishes. 120.
Clyde Monster. Crowe. 88.
CLYMER. Horatio's Birthday. 102.
COERR. Jane Goodall. 121.
. Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes.
173.
COHEN. Bitter Herbs and Honey. 73.
COLE, J. Chick Hatches. 103.
COLE, W. Knock Knocks; The Most Ever. 6.
COLLIER. Bloody Country. 55.
. Give Dad My Best. 121.
COLLINS. Flying to the Moon and Other
Strange Places. 103.
COLMAN. Amazing Miss Laura. 73.
Colonial Farm. Behrens. 38.
COLWELL, ad. Little Gray Neck. 46.
Come Again in the Spring. Kennedy. 59.
CONFORD. Alfred G. Graebner Memorial
High School Handbook of Rules and Reg-
ulations. 23.
. And This Is Laura. 173.
Connie. Alexander, A. 69.
Connie's New Eyes. Wolf. 135.
CONOVER, ad. Six Little Ducks. 23.
Contest. Hogrogian, ad. 126.
COOK. What Was It Like? 6.
COOLIDGE. Statesmanship of Abraham Lin-
coln. 121.
Corals. Ronai. 81.
CORBETT. Captain Butcher's Body. 139.
- . Great McGoniggle's Key Play. 23.
--- . Hockey Girls. 6.
CORCORAN. Ask for Love and They Give
You Rice Pudding. 169.
- . Axe-Time, Sword-Time. 6.
- . Cabin in the Sky. 88.
COREY. You Go Away. 7.
CORLETT. Land Beyond. 155.
CORMIER. I Am the Cheese. 121.
Corn Is Maize. Aliki. 2.
CORNISH. Grandmother's Pictures. 7.
COSKEY. Christmas Crafts For Everyone. 40.
COUFFER. African Summer. 7.
Count the Cats. Weihs. 67.
COWAN. Bugs in the Peanut Butter. 35.
COX. Game, Set, and Match. 156.
Cranberry Christmas. Devlin. 41.
CRAYDER. Ishkabibble! 7.
Crazy Cowboy. Mordillo, illus. 147.
CRESSWELL. Game of Catch. 173.
_- . Winter of the Birds. 8.
CRIPPEN. Two Sides of the River. 8.
Crisis on Conshelf Ten. Hughes, M. 160.
Crocodile, Crocodile. Nickl. 178.
CROMIE. Skylab. 74.
CROWE. Clyde Monster. 88.
Cruisin For a Bruisin. Rosen. 97.
Crystal Ship. Mclntyre. 162.




Cupid and Psyche. Barth, ad. 137.
CURRY. Magical Cupboard. 88.
CURTIS, P. Animal Doctors. 156.
CURTIS, R. Medical Talk for Beginners. 23.
CUSAK. Is There a Bermuda Triangle? 40.
CUTLER. Elephant Girl. 8.
DAHLSTEDT. Stopping Place. 23.
Dan Henry in the Wild West. Ericson. 41.
Danbury's Burning! Grant. 123.
DAVIS. Newer and Better Organic Gardening.
24.
. Runaway Balloon. 8.
Dear Bill, Remember Me? and Other Stories.
Mazer. 62.
Death: Everyone's Heritage. Landau. 59.
Deep in the Forest. Turkle, illus. 99.
DE GROAT, illus. Alligator's Toothache. 140.
DELANO. Eddie. 41.
DELTON. Two Is Company. 74.
DEMING. Women; The New Criminals. 173.
Dental Health. Wilkin. 134.
DEVANEY. Story of Basketball. 122.
Devil by the Sea. Bawden. 70.
DEVLIN. Cranberry Christmas. 41.
DEXTER. Emancipation of Joe Tepper. 122.
Diary of a Monarch Butterfly. Thompson, S. 49.
Diatoms. Prescott. 179.
DICKINSON, A. Taken by the Indians. 9.
DICKINSON, P. Chance, Luck & Destiny. 55.
DIERINGER. Paper Bead Book. 174.
Difference of Ari Stein. Herman. 25.
Discovering the American Stork. Scott. 31.
DIVEN, ed. Scribner Anthology for Young
People. 156.
Diving for Roses. Windsor. 20.
DIXON. Pimm's Cup for Everybody. 122.
Djugurba. Maralngura. 130.
Doctor Rabbit's Foundling. Wahl. 183.
Dog. Burningham. 119.
Dog Who Insisted He Wasn't. Singer, M. 82.
Dog Writes on the Window with His Nose.
Kherdian, comp. 161.
Dogsbody. Jones, D. 176.
Dolphins in the City. Carpelan. 22.
Don't Forget the Bacon! Hutchins. 11.
Don't Hurt Laurie! Roberts. 164.
Don't Throw Another One, Dover! Keller, B.
144.
DOSSENBACH. Animal Babies of East Africa.
104.
Dragonsinger. McCaffrey. 146.
DRURY. Champion of Merrimack County. 104.
Dumb Like Me, Olivia Potts. Perl. 64.
DUNCAN. Janet Reachfar and the Kelpie. 104.
DUNCOMBE. Summer of the Burning. 24.
DUNLOP. Elizabeth Elizabeth. 174.
DUNNAHOO. This Is Espie Sanchez. 89.
DUNNE. Secret of Captives' Cave. 104.
Dupper. Baker. 38.
DUVOISIN. Periwinkle. 105.
Early Rising. Clarke. 73.
Early Words. Scarry. 31.
Easter Egg Artists. Adams, A. 1.
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Eddie. Delano. 41.
Edwardian Summer. Goodall, illus. 123.
EDWARDS. Picture Life of Bobby Orr. 89.
EFRON. Bible Stories You Can't Forget No
Matter How Hard You Try. 105.
Elephant Girl. Cutler. 8.
Elizabeth Elizabeth. Dunlop. 174.
ELLIOTT. Alligators and Music. 89.
ELLIS. Hallelujah. 74.
Emancipation of Joe Tepper. Dexter. 122.
ERDOES. Rain Dance People. 9.
, ed. Sound of Flutes and Other Indian
Legends. 105.
Eric Carle's Storybook. Grimm. 124.
ERICKSON. Warton and Morton. 74.
ERICSON. Dan Henry in the Wild West. 41.
ERNST. Mr. Tamarin's Trees. 89.
Escape Into Daylight. Household. 91.
Euphonia and the Flood. Calhoun. 87.
EVENHUIS. What About Me? 140.
Evening Gray, Morning Red. Wolff. 168.
Everyone Knows What a Dragon Looks Like.
Williams, J. 51.
Everything Moves. Simon, S. 66.
Evolution Goes On Every Day. Patent. 179.
EVSLIN. Greeks Bearing Gifts. 106.
Exit from Home. Heyman. 159.
EYERLY. Leonardo Touch. 75.
FABER. Bella Abzug. 56.
Fables of Aesop; 143 Moral Tales Retold.
Aesop. 69.
FACKLAM. Frozen Snakes and Dinosaur
Bones. 56.
FAHEY. Great Black Americans. 16.
Fair Wind for Troy. Gates. 141.
Falconry Today. Samson. 47.
Family Minus. Krahn. 161.
Family Under the Moon. Jewell. 127.
FANSHAWE. Rachel. 174.
Far Eastern Beginnings. Vlahos. 152.
FARBER. Six Impossible Things Before Break-
fast. 123.
FARRAR. Birds' Woodland. 90.
Fasting. Rogers, E. 47.
Father Christmas Letters. Tolkien. 99.
Father Every Few Years. Bach. 137.
Father's Arcane Daughter. Konigsburg. 12.
Feast of Lanterns. Say. 81.
February Dragon. Thiele. 49.
Ferris Wheel. Stolz. 181.
FEYNMAN. How to Count Sheep Without
Falling Asleep. 145.
Fight Against Albatross Two. Thiele. 34.
Find Debbie! Brown, R. 4.
First Look at Animals Without Backbones. Sel-
sam. 166.
First Serve. Towne. 50.
Fish and How They Reproduce. Patent. 79.
FLANAGAN. Window Into a Nest. 9.
Flashlight and Other Poems. Thurman. 19.
FLEISCHMAN. McBroom Tells a Lie. 24.
FLEMING, comp. America Is Not All Traffic
Lights. 9.
FLORY. Golden Venture. 24.
Flowers of Anger. Hall. 125.
Fly by Night. Jarrell. 92.
Flying to the Moon and Other Strange Places.
Collins. 103.
Fooling Around With Words. Tremain. 66.
For Kids Only. HAm. 160.
FORMAN. Survivor. 9.
. White Crow. 140.
FORSYTH. Shepherd. 56.
Fossil Snake. Boston. 3.
FOSTER. Sea Miners. 156.
Foster Child. Bauer. 153.
4-Way Stop and Other Poems. Livingston. 13.
FOWKE, comp. Ring Around the Moon. 157.
FREEDMAN. Animal Games. 106.
Freelon Starbird. Snow. 48.
FREEMAN. Bearymore. 140.
. Chalk Box Story. 123.
FREGOSI. Almira's Violets. 75.
FRESCHET. Bernard Sees the World. 75.
- . Biography of a Buzzard. 141.
Friend. Burningham. 119.
Friends. Ichikawa. 143.
FRITZ. What's the Big Idea, Ben Franklin? 10.
- . Will You Sign Here, John Hancock? 56.
Frog and Toad All Year. Lobel. 45.
Frog Band and the Onion Seller. Smith, J. 150.
From Slave to Abolitionist. Warner, L., ad. 134.
FROST. Christmas in the Woods. 57.
Frozen Snakes and Dinosaur Bones. Facklam.
56.
FUJIKAWA. Gyo Fujikawa's Oh, What a Busy
Day! 106.
GACKENBACH. Mother Rabbit's Son Tom.
174.
GAEDDERT. All-in-All. 106.
GALDONE, ad. Magic Porridge Pot. 123.
- , ad. Puss in Boots. 29.
Game of Catch. Cresswell. 173.
Game, Set, and Match. Cox. 156.
GAMERMAN. Trudy's Straw Hat. 157.
GANS. Caves. 157.
GARDNER. Gudgekin the Thistle Girl. 90.
GARFIELD. House of Hanover. 90.
GARRIGUE. All the Children Were Sent
Away. 57.
GATES. Fair Wind for Troy. 141.
Gatherers. Jacobson. 127.
GEMMING. Maple Harvest. 57.
Gems and Jewelry. Arem. 2.
GEORGE. Going to the Sun. 10.
George and Martha Rise and Shine. Marshall.
95.
Gerbils; All About Them. Silverstein, A. 97.
Getting Out. Madison. 28.
Gilbert and Sullivan Operettas Adapted for
Half-hour Performance. Thane. 182.
GILBREATH. More Beginning Crafts for Be-
ginning Readers. 25.
GILL. Tom Sullivan's Adventures in Darkness.
157.
Giraffe the Silent Giant. Schlein. 114.
Girl Missing. Nostlinger. 63.
Girl Named Wendy. Butler. 87.
GITTELL. What Was It Like? When Your
Grandparents Were Your Age. 6.
Give Dad My Best. Collier. 121.
Global Food Shortage. Perl. 15.
Glory, Glory, How Peculiar. Keller, C., comp.
127.
GLUBOK. Art of the Woodland Indians. 141.
- . Olympic Games in Ancient Greece. 75.
- . Voyaging to Cathay. 49.
Gobbledygook. Kroll. 162.
GOFFSTEIN. My Crazy Sister. 107.
Going, Going, Gone? Marshall. 45.
Going to the Sun. George. 10.
Golden Future. Stefansson. 151.
Golden Venture. Flory. 24.
GOLDREICH. Season of Discovery. 141.
- . What Can She Be? A Geologist. 76.
GOLDSMITH. Whispering Sea. 142.
Golem. McDermott. 13.
GOODALL, illus. Edwardian Summer. 123.
, illus. Paddy Pork's Holiday. 25.
Good-bye, Funny Dumpy-Lumpy. Waber. 183.
Goof That Won the Pennant. Kalb. 93.
Gorilla in the Hall. Schertle. 165.
GRAHAM, A. Milkweed and Its World of Ani-
mals. 41.
GRAHAM, J. I Love You, Mouse. 158.
GRAHAM, L. Return to South Town. 42.
Grand Canyon. Smith, D. 48.
Grandmother's Pictures. Cornish. 7.
Grandpa's Indian Summer. Wahl. 152.
Granfa' Grig Had a Pig and Other Rhymes
Without Reason from Mother Goose.
Mother Goose. 130.
GRANT. Danbury's Burning! 123.
Great Black Americans. Richardson. 16.
Great McGoniggle's Key Play. Corbett. 23.
Greeks Bearing Gifts. Evslin. 106.
GREEN. Mildred Murphy, How Does Your
Garden Grow? 158.
GREENE. Beat the Turtle Drum. 124.
GREENFELD. Books; From Writer to Reader.
124.
. Chanukah. 57.
GREENFIELD. Mary McLeod Bethune. 158.
GREGOROWSKI. Why A Donkey Was Cho-
sen. 42.
GRIFFIN, J. B. Phoebe and the General. 158.
GRIFFIN, J. H. Time To Be Human. 175.
GRIMM. Eric Carle's Storybook. 124.
Grimsdyke. Unsworth. 50.
GRIPE. In the Time of the Bells. 76.
GRONLYKKE. For Kids Only. 160.
Growing Anyway Up. Heide. 10.
Gudgekin the Thistle Girl. Gardner. 90.
Guess & Spell Coloring Book. Swenson. 181.
GUTMAN. Modern Hockey Superstars. 124.
GUY. Ruby. 42.
GWYNNE. Chocolate Moose for Dinner. 107.
Gymnastics. Olney. 63.
Gymnastics School. Radlauer. 96.
Gyo Fujikawa's Oh, What a Busy Day!
Fujikawa. 106.
HALL. Flowers of Anger. 125.
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Hallelujah. Ellis. 74.
HALLINAN. That's What a Friend Is. 142.
HAMILTON. Arilla Sun Down. 43.
Hammerhead Light. Thiele. 151.
HANEY. Chris Evert; The Young Champion.
125.
Happy Birthday, Baby Jesus. Mee. 14.
Hard Scrabble Harvest. Ipcar. 25.
Harriet and the Runaway Book. Johnston, J. 175.
Harriet Goes to the Circus. Maestro. 163.
HARRIS. Mouse Woman and the Vanished Prin-
cesses. 43.
Harry and the Sea Serpent. Wilson, G. 68.
HASKINS. Pele: A Biography. 57.
. Story of Stevie Wonder. 125.
HAUGAARD. Messenger for Parliament. 125.
Haunted Kitchen. Warren, M. 35.
HAUTZIG. Life With Working Parents. 126.
Hawk, I'm Your Brother. Baylor. 2.
HAYNES. Against Taffy Sinclair Club. 107.
HAZEN. World World What Can I Do? 10.
He Is Your Brother. Parker, R. 46.
Heart Disease. Silverstein, A. 150.
HEIDE. Growing Anyway Up. 10.
HERMAN. Difference of Ari Stein. 25.
HESS. Small Habitats. 43.
HEYMAN. Exit from Home. 159.
Hiccup. Mayer. 78.
HICKMAN. Stones. 107.
Hiding. Klein, N. 128.
Hiding Game. Shecter. 150.
HIRSCH. Theater of the Night. 159.
Hitler's Hang-Ups. Klein, M. 145.
HOBAN. Arthur's Pen Pal. 11.
- . Stick-in-the-Mud Turtle. 159.
HOBERMAN. Bugs. 142.
Hoboken Chicken Emergency. Pinkwater. 163.
HOBSON. Lion of the Kalahari. 90.
Hockey for Beginners. Walsh, K. 183.
Hockey Girls. Corbett. 6.
Hockey's Legend, Bobby Orr. Smith, J. H. 180.
HODGES. Knight Prisoner. 126.
HOGROGIAN, ad. Contest. 126.
HOLLAND. Alan and the Animal Kingdom.
159.
HOLMES. Christmas Cat. 58.
HOM. For Kids Only. 160.
Home Before Dark. Bridgers. 155.
HOPE-SIMPSON. Black Madonna. 142.
HOPF. Biography of an Armadillo. 43.
HOPKINS. Mama. 175.
--- , comp. A-Haunting We Will Go. 175.
Horatio's Birthday. Clymer. 102.
HORTON. Careers in Theatre, Music, and
Dance. 91.
Hostages to Fortune. Lingard. 176.
Hotline! Hyde. 58.
Hotshot. Slote. 180.
House of Hanover. Garfield. 90.
House on the Roof. Adler. 69.
HOUSEHOLD. Escape Into Daylight. 91.
How Animals Behave. Bendick. 2.
How Did We Find Out About Atoms? Asimov.
70.
How Did We Find Out About Nuclear Power?
Asimov. 153.
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How Djadja-Em-Ankh Saved the Day. Man-
niche, tr. 109.
How the Moolah Was Taught a Lesson & Other
Tales from Russia. Titiev, tr. 34.
How the Rooster Saved the Day. Lobel. 146.
How to Count Sheep Without Falling Asleep.
Leighton. 145.
How to Eat Your ABC's. Jones, H. 44.
How to Get It Together When Your Parents Are
Coming Apart. Richards. 149.
How to Make a Hit Record. Jahn. 143.
HUGHES, M. Crisis on Conshelf Ten. 160.
HUGHES, T. Moon-Whales. 143.
HUNT. First Look at Animals Without Back-
bones. 166.
HUNTER, E. Me and Mr. Stenner. 91.
HUNTER. M. Wicked One. 160.
HURLIMANN. Proud White Cat. 161.
Hurry, Hurry, Mary Dear! Bodecker. 154.
Hush, Little Baby. Zemach, illus. 68.
HUTCHINS. Don't Forget the Bacon! 11.
HYDE. Hotline! 58.
I Am the Cheese. Cormier. 121.
I Have a Sister; My Sister Is Deaf. Peterson.
179.
I Like You. Yaroslava, comp. 135.
I Love You, Mouse. Graham, J. 158.
I Sure Am Glad To See You, Blackboard Bear.
Alexander, M. 101.
I Wish I Was Sick, Too! Brandenberg. 39.
I Wish There Were Two of Me. Shimin. 114.
ICHIKAWA. Friends. 143.
Iglook's Seal. Wiseman. 185.
I'll Tell On You. Lexau. 60.
I'm Terrific. Sharmat. 149.
Improbable Book of Records. Blake, Q. 38.
In My Boat. Maestro. 109.
In Nueva York. Mohr. 178.
In the Keep of Time. Anderson. 169.
In the Time of the Bells. Gripe. 76.
Into the Painted Bear Lair. Steams. 133.
Into the Road. Richard. 113.
Invitation to the Butterfly Ball. Yolen. 36.
IPCAR. Hard Scrabble Harvest. 25.
IRION. Christmas Cookie Tree. 91.
Is That Your Sister? Bunin. 102.
Is There a Bermuda Triangle? Cusak. 40.
ISADORA. Max. 92.
Ishkabibble! Crayder. 7.
It Could Always Be Worse. Zemach, ad. 136.
It's Not Fair. Zolotow. 100.
Jack and the Beanstalk. Johnson, D., ad. 92.
Jack Kent's Happy-Ever-After Book. Kent. 59.
JACOBSON. Gatherers. 127.
Jagger, the Dog from Elsewhere. Key. 108.
Jaguar, My Twin. Lifton. 44.
JAHN. How To Make a Hit Record. 143.
JAMES. Slapdash Cooking. 21.
Jane Goodall. Coerr. 121.
Janet Reachfar and the Kelpie. Duncan. 104.
JARRELL. Fly by Night. 92.
Jay and the Marigold. Robinet. 113.
Jazz. Blocher. 38.
JENSEN. Sara and the Door. 143.
JESCHKE. Rima and Zeppo. 92.
JEWELL. Family Under the Moon. 127.
JOHNSON, D., ad. Jack and the Beanstalk. 92.
JOHNSON, S. Animals of the Deserts. 58.
JOHNSTON, J. Harriet and the Runaway Book.
175.
JOHNSTON, N. Striving After Wind. 108.
JONES, D. Cart and Cwidder. 161.
- . Dogsbody. 176.
JONES, H. How to Eat Your ABC's. 44.
Journal of Madame Royale. Powers. 79.
Journey Back. Reiss. 80.
JUPO. To Carry and To Keep. 44.
KAHN. You Can't Catch Me. 144.
KALB. Goof That Won the Pennant. 93.
KAPLAN. Munchy, Crunchy, Healthy Kid's
Snack Book. 1.
KARP. Turning Point. 76.
KATZ. Snow Bunny. 26.
KAUFMANN. Little Dinosaurs and Early
Birds. 144.
Keep Out. Young, N. 168.
KELLER, B. Beetle Bush. 26.
. Don't Throw Another One, Dover! 144.
KELLER, C., comp. Glory, Glory, How Pecu-
liar. 127.
KELLER, J. Krispin's Fair. 11.
KELLEY. Trouble with Explosives. 26.
KELLOGG. Much Bigger Than Martin. 58.
KENNEDY. Blue Stone. 127.
. Come Again in the Spring. 59.
KENT. Jack Kent's Happy-Ever-After Book.
59.
KESSLER. What Do You Play on a Summer
Day? 176.
KETTELKAMP. Partnership of Mind and
Body: Bio-Feedback. 76.
KEVLES. Watching the Wild Apes. 59.
KEY. Jagger, the Dog from Elsewhere. 108.
KHERDIAN, comp. Dog Writes on the Win-
dow with His Nose. 161.
- , ed. Poems Here and Now. 11.
Kickle Snifters and Other Fearsome Critters.
Schwartz, comp. 82.
Kid Who Owned Manhattan Island. MacKellar.
109.
Kilroy and the Gull. Benchley. 138.
King of Kazoo. Peck, R. N. 148.
KINGMAN. Break a Leg, Betsy Maybe! 144.
KLEIN, M. Hitler's Hang-Ups. 145.
KLEIN, N. Hiding. 128.
Knight Prisoner. Hodges. 126.
Knock Knocks; The Most Ever. Cole, W. 6.
KNUDSON. Zanbanger. 145.
KONIGSBURG. Father's Arcane Daughter.
12.
KOTZWINKLE. Leopard's Tooth. 12.
KOWET. Pele. 26.
KRAHN. Family Minus. 161.
--- . Little Love Story. 93.
KRANTZ. Sea Stars and Their Kin. 36.
KRAUS. Boris Bad Enough. 93.
KREMENTZ. Very Young Dancer. 128.
Krispin's Fair. Keller, J. 11.
KROLL. Gobbledygook. 162.
KURELEK. Northern Nativity. 93.
KUSKIN. Boy Had a Mother Who Bought Him
a Hat. 94.
Land Beyond. Corlett. 155.
LANDAU. Death: Everyone's Heritage. 59.
LAPP. Mice Came In Early This Year. 145.
LASKER. Merry Ever After. 94.
Last Battle. Wibberley. 19.
LATTIMORE. Adam's Key. 128.
LAWRENCE. Sing and Scatter Daisies. 162.
Lazy Stories. Wolkstein, ad. 36.
Learning to Say Good-by. LeShan. 128.
LEEN. Bat. 27.
Legend of Lost Earth. Campbell. 172.
LE GUIN. Very Far Away From Anywhere
Else. 77.
LEIGH. Lost Boy. 108.
LEIGHTON. How To Count Sheep Without
Falling Asleep. 145.
Leonardo Touch. Eyerly. 75.
Leopard's Tooth. Kotzwinkle. 12.
LERNER. Making Jewelry. 176.
LESHAN. Learning to Say Good-by. 128.
Let's Celebrate. Parish. 63.
Let's Go on a Space Shuttle. Chester. 22.
"Let's Hear It For The Queen." Childress. 120.
Letter, the Witch, and the Ring. Bellairs. 71.
LEVITIN. Beyond Another Door. 129.
. Single Speckled Egg. 77.
LEWIS, G. comp. Sisters of Sorcery. 61.
LEWIS, S. Zoo City. 12.
LEXAU. I'll Tell On You. 60.
Life With Working Parents. Hautzig. 126.
LIFTON. Jaguar, My Twin. 44.
LIMBURG. Poisonous Plants. 94.
LINGARD. Hostages to Fortune. 176.
- . Pilgrimage. 129.
- . Resettling. 44.
Lion of the Kalahari. Hobson. 90.
LIPSYTE. One Fat Summer. 177.
Lisa Kane. Lupoff. 94.
LISKER. Two Special Cards. 77.
Listen to the Crows. Pringle. 112.
LITCHFIELD. Button in Her Ear. 13.
Little at a Time. Adler. 117.
Little Dinosaurs and Early Birds. Kaufmann.
144.
Little Gorilla. Bornstein. 21.
Little Gray Neck. Riordan, ad. 46.
Little Locomotive. Olsen, I. 15.
Little Love Story. Krahn. 93.
LIVELY. Stitch in Time. 129.
. Whispering Knights. 13.
LIVINGSTON. 4-Way Stop and Other Poems.
13.
Lizard Music. Pinkwater. 112.
LLOBERA. Alive to Art: Exploring Colours and
Crafts. 60.
---. Alive to Art: Introducing Subjects and
Skills. 60.
--- . Alive to Art: Portraying People and
Places. 60.
LOBEL. Frog and Toad All Year. 45.
----. How the Rooster Saved the Day. 146.
---- . Mouse Soup. 146.
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LOGUE. Ratsmagic. 60.
Lollipop. Watson, W. 167.
LONG. Volunteer Spring. 45.
Look at Old Age. Anders. 117.
Los Aguinaldos del Infante. Blanco. 53.
Lost Boy. Leigh. 108.
LOVE. But What About Me? 27.
Love from Uncle Clyde. Parker, N. 163.
Ludell and Willie. Wilkinson. 184.
LUDMAN. Strays. 146.
LUGER. Chasing Trouble. 27.
LUPATELLI, illus. 101 Favorite Nursery
Rhymes. 129.
LUPOFF. Lisa Kane. 94.
LURAY. Ski Racer. 27.
Ma & Pa Murders. Solomon. 181.
MACAULAY. Underground. 61.
McBroom Tells a Lie. Fleischman. 24.
McCAFFREY. Dragonsinger. 146.




MacGREGOR. Miss Pickerell Takes the Bull by
the Horns. 61.
Machine Gunners. Westall. 51.
MACK, H. What Was It Like? 6.
MACK, N. Tracy. 61.
McINTYRE. Crystal Ship. 162.
MacKELLAR. Kid Who Owned Manhattan Is-
land. 109.
McKILLIP. Riddle-Master of Hed. 109.
Mad Martin. Windsor. 116.
MADISON. Call Me Danica. 177.
. Getting Out. 28.
MAESTRO. Harriet Goes to the Circus. 163.
- . In My Boat. 109.
Magic Porridge Pot. Galdone, ad. 123.
Magical Cupboard. Curry. 88.
Make-Up, Costumes ard Masks for the Stage.
Bruun-Rasmussen. 171.
Making Jewelry. Lerner. 176.
Mama. Hopkins. 175.
Mamakuu's Family. Thiede. 115.
Man with the Silver Eyes. Steele, W. 150.
MANCHEL. Album of Great Science Fiction
Films. 95.
. Talking Clowns. 95.
MANLEY, comp. Sisters of Sorcery. 61.
MANNICHE, tr. How Djadja-Em-Ankh Saved
the Day. 109.
Man's Useful Plants. Weiner. 19.
Maple Harvest. Gemming. 57.
MARALNGURA. Djugurba. 130.
March of the Lemmings. Newton. 63.
Marcia. Steptoe. 33.
Marco Moonlight. Bulla. 72.
Margaret Mead. Church. 5.
MARGOLIS. Some Swell Pup. 17.
MARSH. People of the Willow. 177.
MARSHALL. George and Martha Rise and
Shine. 95.
--- . Going, Going, Gone? 45.
MARTEL. Yagua Days. 28.
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MARTIN, D. Quiz Book on Black America.
118.
MARTIN, L. Puffin. 95.
MARTIN, S. Old Mother Hubbard and Her
Dog. 62.
MARTINI. All Because of Jill. 14.
Mary McLeod Bethune. Greenfield. 158.
Maurice Maeterlinck's Blue Bird. Wildsmith. 67.
Max. Isadora. 92.
MAYER. Hiccup. 78.
MAZER. Dear Bill, Remember Me? and Other
Stories. 62.
.Solid Gold Kid. 178.
Me and Mr. Stenner. Hunter, E. 91.
Medical Talk For Beginners. Curtis, R. 23.
Medicine Show. Calhoun. 102.
MEE. Happy Birthday, Baby Jesus. 14.
MELTZER. Never to Forget. 14.
- . Taking Root. 147.
-Violins and Shovels. 78.
MERRIAM. Rainbow Writing. 110.
Merry Ever After. Lasker. 94.
Messenger for Parliament. Haugaard. 125.
Meter Is. Nentl. 148.
Metric System Is. Nentl. 148.
Mexican Folk Tales. Piggott. 64.
MEYER, C. Amish People. 28.
MEYER, E. Petticoat Patriots of the American
Revolution. 78.
Mice Came In Early This Year. Lapp. 145.
Mildred Murphy, How Does Your Garden
Grow? Green. 158.
MILES, B. All It Takes Is Practice. 95.
MILES, M. Chicken Forgets. 62.
Milkweed and Its World of Animals. Graham, A.
41.
Milkweed Days. Yolen. 100.
MILLER. Pebbles, a Pack Rat. 110.
MILTON. November's Wheel. 14.
MINSHULL. But I Thought You Really Loved
Me. 147.
Miss Pickerell Takes the Bull by the Horns.
MacGregor. 61.
Missing Persons League. Bonham. 39.
Missing Piece. Silverstein, S. 32.
Mr and Mrs Pig's Evening Out. Rayner. 79.
Mr. Moon's Last Case. Patten. 111.
Mr. Tamarin's Trees. Ernst. 89.
Mr. Yowder and the Steamboat. Rounds. 179.
Mistletoe: Fact and Folklore. Poole, G. 64.
Moder Hockey Superstars. Gutman. 124.
MOHR. In Nueva York. 178.
MOLARSKY. Montalvo Bay. 130.
Molly's Moe. Chorao. 120.
MONJO. Porcelain Pagoda. 28.
- . Willie Jasper's Golden Eagle. 15.
- . Zenas and the Shaving Mill. 45.
Montalvo Bay. Molarsky. 130.
Mooch the Messy. Sharmat. 114.
Moonlight Kingdom. Benabo. 2.
Moon-Whales. Hughes, T. 143.
MOORE. Night Before Christmas. 62.
MORDILLO, illus. Crazy Cowboy. 147.
More Beginning Crafts for Beginning Readers.
Gilbreath. 25.
More Small Poems. Worth. 135.
MORRIS. Window Into a Nest. 9.
MORTON. Paper Bead Book. 174.
Most Delicious Camping Trip Ever. Bach. 70.
MOTHER GOOSE. Granfa' Grig Had a Pig and
Other Rhymes Without Reason from Mother
Goose. 130.
. Mother Goose Book. 62.
Mother Goose Book. Provensen. 62.
Mother Rabbit's Son Tom. Gackenbach. 174.
Mouse Soup. Lobel. 146.
Mouse Woman and the Vanished Princesses.
Harris. 43.
Moving Day. Tobias. 19.
Much Bigger Than Martin. Kellogg. 58.
Munchy, Crunchy, Healthy Kid's Snack Book.
Abisch. 1.
MUSGROVE. Ashanti to Zulu. 110.
My Crazy Sister. Goffstein. 107.
My Day on the Farm. Nakatani. 148.
My Name Is Davy; I'm an Alcoholic. Snyder, A.
180.
My Twin Sister Erika. Vogel. 50.
MYERS. Social Welfare. 96.
Mystery Book Mystery. St. John. 31.
Mystery in Rome. Allan. 69.
Mystery of Sebastian Island. Clark, M. G. 55.
Mystery of the Emerald Buddha. Cavanna. 119.
Mystery of the Loch Ness Monster. Bendick.
101.
Naftali the Storyteller and His Horse, Sus.
Singer, I. 98.
NAKATANI. My Day on the Farm. 148.
NAMIOKA. Samurai and the Long-Nosed Dev-
ils. 78.
Natural History of Marine Mammals. Scheffer.
165.
Natural History of Zebras. MacClintock. 129.
NENTL. Meter Is. 148.
- . Metric System Is. 148.
Nest of Wood Ducks. Shaw, E. 97.
Never to Forget. Meltzer. 14.
New Women in Medicine. Bowman. 71.
Newer and Better Organic Gardening. Davis. 24.
NEWTON. March of the Lemmings. 63.
Nice Italian Girl. Christman. 40.
NICHOLS. Song of the Pearl. 110.
NICKL. Crocodile, Crocodile. 178.
Night Before Christmas. Moore. 62.
Nightmares. Prelutsky. 112.
No Place for Mitty. Young, M. 20.
No Ponies for Miss Pobjoy. Williams, U. 67.
NOLAN. Alphabrutes. 178.
Northern Nativity. Kurelek. 93.
NORTON. Rqd Hart Magic. 110.
. Wraiths of Time. 96.
NOSTLINGER. Girl Missing. 63.
November's Wheel. Milton. 14.
Oba of Benin. Barker. 153.
O'DELL. 290. 130.
OGAN. Tennis Bum. 111.
"Oh No, Cat!" Udry. 134.
Oh Riddlesticks! Bishop. 154.
Old China Trade. Carpenter. 39.
Old Is What You Get. Shanks. 97.
Old Mother Hubbard and Her Dog. Martin, S.
62.
OLNEY. Gymnastics. 63.
OLSEN, A. Bible Stories You Can't Forget No
Matter How Hard You Try. 105.
OLSEN, I. Little Locomotive. 15.
Olympic Games in Ancient Greece. Glubok. 75.
On the Frontier with Mr. Audubon. Brenner.
171.
One Fat Summer. Lipsyte. 177.
101 Favorite Nursery Rhymes. Lupatelli, illus.
129.
One Summer Night. Schick, E. 180.
One Two Three. Brown, M. T. 71.
Optical Illusion Book. Simon, S. 48.
Ossian House. Stewart. 83.
Out of Love. Wolitzer. 168.
Oxford Children's Dictionary in Colour. Wes-
ton, comp. 100.
Paddington on Stage. Bradley, ad. 154.
Paddy Pork's Holiday. Goodall, illus. 25.
Palmer Patch. Wallace, B. 116.
PANTELL. Miss Pickerell Takes the Bull by the
Horns. 61.
Pantheon Story of American Art for Young
People. Batterberry. 101.
Papa's Lemonade and Other Stories. Rice. 65.
Paper Bead Book. Dieringer. 174.
Pardon Me, You're Stepping On My Eyeball!
Zindel. 136.
PARGMENT, tr. How the Moolah Was Taught
a Lesson & Other Tales from Russia. 34.
PARISH. Let's Celebrate. 63.
PARKER, N. Love from Uncle Clyde. 163.
PARKER, R. He Is Your Brother. 46.
. Quarter Boy. 131.
Partnership of Mind and Body: Bio-Feedback.
Kettelkamp. 76.
PATENT. Evolution Goes On Every Day. 179.
- . Fish and How They Reproduce. 79.
PATERSON. Smile For Auntie. 131.
PATTEN. Mr. Moon's Last Case. 111.
PEARSON. That's Enough for One Day, J.P.!
163.
Pebbles, a Pack Rat. Miller. 110.
PECK, R. Are You in the House Alone? 111.
PECK, R. N. King of Kazoo. 148.
PEET. Big Bad Bruce. 163.
Pel6. Kowet. 26.
Pele: A Biography. Haskins. 57.
People of the Willow. Marsh. 177.
Periwinkle. Duvoisin. 105.
PERL. Dumb Like Me, Olivia Potts. 64.
. Global Food Shortage. 15.
PERRAULT. Puss in Boots. 29.
Peter Penny's Dance. Quin-Harkin. 30.
PETERSON. I Have a Sister; My Sister Is
Deaf. 179.
Petticoat Patriots of the American Revolution.
Mayer, E. 78.




Phoebe and the General. Griffin, J. B. 158.
Picture Life of Bobby Orr. Edwards. 89.
PIGGOTT. Mexican Folk Tales. 64.
Pilgrimage. Lingard. 129.
Pimm's Cup for Everybody. Dixon. 122.
Pinballs. Byars. 119.
Pinch. Callen. 5.
PINKWATER. Around Fred's Bed. 149.
- Hoboken Chicken Emergency. 163.
Lizard Music. 112.
PLATH. Bed Book. 96.
Plays from Folktales of Africa and Asia.
Winther. 167.
PLOTZ, comp. As I Walked Out One Evening.
64.
PLOWDEN. Tugboat. 131.
Poems Here and Now. Kherdian, ed. 11.
Poisonous Plants. Limburg. 94.
POLITI. Three Stalks of Corn. 29.
POOLE, G. Mistletoe: Fact and Folklore. 64.
POOLE, J. Touch and Go. 15.
Popcorn. Selsam. 97.
Porcelain Pagoda. Monjo. 28.
POSTMA. Stolen Mirror. 29.
Potatoes; All About Them. Silverstein, A. 18.
Potbellied Possums. Winthrop. 184.
Power Play. Christopher. 54.
POWERS. Journal of Madame Royale. 79.
POWLEDGE. Born on the Circus. 29.
PRELUTSKY. Nightmares. 112.
PRESCOTT. Diatoms. 179.
PRINGLE. Listen to the Crows. 112.
Proud White Cat. Hiirlimann. 161.
PROVENSEN. Mother Goose Book. 62.
Puffin. Martin, L. 95.
PURDY. Christmas Cookbook. 64.
.Christmas Gifts for You To Make. 46.
Puss in Boots. Perrault. 29.
Quarter Boy. Parker, R. 131.
Quebec, Je t'Aime; I Love You. Tanobe. 151.
QUIN-HARKIN. Peter Penny's Dance. 30.
Quiz Book on Black America. Blake, C. 118.
Rachel. Fanshawe. 174.
Racing Against the Odds: Robyn C. Smith.
Brown, F. 22.
RADLAUER. Gymnastics School. 96.
.Rodeo School. 79.
RAEL. Baseball Brothers. 65.
Rain Dance People. Erdoes. 9.
Rainbow Writing. Merriam. 110.
RASKIN. Twenty-Two, Twenty-Three. 65.
Rats Who Lived in the Delicatessen. Berson. 3.
Ratsmagic. Logue. 60.
RAYNER. Mr and Mrs Pig's Evening Out. 79.
- .Witchfinder. 80.
Recyclopedia. Simons. 98.
Red Hart Magic. Norton. 110.
Red Moon and Black Mountain. Chant. 22.
REISS. Journey Back. 80.
REIT, comp. Alone Amid All This Noise. 16.
Remarkable Ride of Israel Bissell. Schick, A. 47.
Resettling. Lingard. 44.
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Return of the Buffalo. Scott. 132.
Return to South Town. Graham, L. 42.
RICE. Papa's Lemonade and Other Stories. 65.
. What Sadie Sang. 16.
RICHARD. Into the Road. 113.
RICHARDS. How to Get It Together When
Your Parents Are Coming Apart. 149.
RICHARDSON. Great Black Americans. 16.
Riddle-Master of Hed. McKillip. 109.
RIDLEY. At Home. 80.
Rifka Grows Up. Burstein. 102.
Rima and Zeppo. Jeschke. 92.
Ring Around the Moon. Fowke, comp. 157.
RIORDAN, ad. Little Gray Neck. 46.
ROBERTS. Don't Hurt Laurie! 164.
ROBINET. Jay and the Marigold. 113.
ROCKWOOD. To Spoil the Sun. 131.
Rodeo School. Radlauer. 79.
RODOWSKY. What About Me? 80.
ROGERS, E. Fasting. 47.
ROGERS, P. Stone Angel. 65.
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry. Taylor, M. 49.
RONAI. Corals. 81.
Rooster Who Understood Japanese. Uchida. 84.
ROSEN. Cruisin For a Bruisin. 97.
ROSENBLOOM. Blue Jeans. 113.
ROSS. G. When Lucy Went Away. 30.
ROSS. P. What Ever Happened to the Baxter
Place? 30.
ROTH. Secret Lover of Elmtree. 81.
. Two for Survival. 47.
ROUNDS. Mr. Yowder and the Steamboat. 179.
RUBIN. Baseball Brothers. 65.
Ruby. Guy. 42.
Runaway Balloon. Davis. 8.
Runaway Flying Horse. Bonzon. 54.
RYDER. Simon Underground. 16.
Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes. Coerr.
173.
ST. GEORGE. By George, Bloomers! 17.
. Chinese Puzzle of Shag Island. 30.
ST. JOHN. Mystery Book Mystery. 31.
SAMSON. Falconry Today. 47.
Samurai and the Long-Nosed Devils. Namioka.
78.
SANDERS. Would You Believe This, Too? 164.
Sara and the Door. Jensen. 143.
SARTON. Walk Through the Woods. 17.
SAVITT. Vicki and the Brown Mare. 132.
SAY. Feast of Lanterns. 81.
SCARRY. Early Words. 31.
SCHEFFER. Natural History of Marine Mam-
mals. 165.
SCHERTLE. Gorilla in the Hall. 165.
SCHICK, A. Remarkable Ride of Israel Bissell.
47.
- Siamang Gibbons. 31.
SViola Hates Music. 165.
SCHICK, E. One Summer Night. 180.
SCHLEIN. Bobo, the Troublemaker. 113.
Giraffe the Silent Giant. 114.
School Is Not a Missile Range. Smaridge. 167.
SCHWARTZ, comp. Kickle Snifters and Other
Fearsome Critters. 82.
SCOTT. Canada Geese. 17.
- Discovering the American Stork. 31.
-- Return of the Buffalo. 132.
Scribner Anthology for Young People. Diven,
ed. 156.
Sea Miners. Foster. 156.
Sea Stars and Their Kin. Zim. 36.
Season of Discovery. Goldreich. 141.
Secret Lover of Elmtree. Roth. 81.
Secret of Captives' Cave. Dunne. 104.
SEGAL. City Planning in Ancient Times. 165.
SELSAM. Animals of the Sea. 66.
- . First Look at Animals Without Back-
bones. 166.
-- . Popcorn. 97.
SENDAK. Seven Little Monsters. 166.
- . Some Swell Pup. 17.
SEUSS. Cat's Quizzer. 114.
Seven Little Monsters. Sendak. 166.
SEWALL, ad. Wee, Wee Mannie and the Big,
Big Coo. 166.
SHANKS. Old Is What You Get. 97.
Shape Up, Burke. Shaw, R. 32.
Sharks, McGovern. 77.
SHARMAT. I'm Terrific. 149.
- . Mooch the Messy. 114.
--. Trip, and Other Sophie and Gussie
Stories. 132.
SHAW, E. Nest of Wood Ducks. 97.
SHAW, R. Shape Up, Burke. 32.
Shawn's Red Bike. Breinburg. 3.
SHAY. What Happens When You Turn On the
Gas. 32.
SHEARER. Billy Jo Jive Super Private Eye.
149.
SHECTER. Hiding Game. 150.
. Stocking Child. 114.
Shepherd. Forsyth. 56.
SHIMIN, illus. I Wish There Were Two of Me.
114.
- , illus. Special Birthday. 66.
SHORE. Summer Storm. 166.
Siamang Gibbons. Schick, A. 31.
Sick Book. Winn. 52.
SILMAN. Somebody Else's Child. 115.
SILVERBERG, ed. Aliens. 48.
SILVERSTEIN, A. Gerbils; All About Them.
97.
. Heart Disease. 150.
- . Potatoes; All About Them. 18.
SILVERSTEIN, S. Missing Piece. 32.
Simon Boom Gets a Letter. Suhl. 83.
SIMON, H. Snails of Land and Sea. 132.
SIMON, N. Why Am I Different? 115.
SIMON, S. Everything Moves. 66.
. Optical Illusion Book. 48.
Simon Underground. Ryder. 16.
SIMONS. Recyclopedia. 98.
Simple Pictures Are Best. Willard. 184.
Sing and Scatter Daises. Lawrence. 162.
SINGER, I. Naftali the Storyteller and His
Horse, Sus. 98.
--- , ad. Tale of Three Wishes. 18.
SINGER, M. Dog Who Insisted He Wasn't. 82.
Single Speckled Egg. Levitin. 77.
Sir Toby Jingle's Beastly Journey. Tripp. 34.
Sisters of Sorcery. Manley, comp. 61.
Six Impossible Things Before Breakfast. Farber.
123.
Six Little Ducks. Conover, ad. 23.
Ski Racer. Luray. 27.
SKORPEN. Bird. 32.
Skunk for a Day. Caras. 5.
Sky Is Free. Clark, M. T. 72.
Skylab. Cromie. 74.
Slapdash Cooking. Barkin. 21.
SLOTE. Hotshot. 180.
Small Habitats. Hess. 43.
SMARIDGE. School Is Not a Missile Range.
167.
Smile for Auntie. Paterson. 131.
SMITH, D. Grand Canyon. 48.
SMITH, J. Frog Band and the Onion Seller. 150.
SMITH, J. H. Hockey's Legend, Bobby Orr.
180.
Snails of Land and Sea. Simon, H. 132.
Snake That Couldn't Slither. Bradbury. 139.
Snorri and the Strangers. Benchley. 86.
SNOW. Freelon Starbird. 48.
Snow Bunny. Katz. 26.
Snow on Bear's Nose. Bartoli. 170.
Snowshoe Trek to Otter River. Budbill. 4.
SNYDER. A. My Name Is Davy; I'm an
Alcoholic. 180.
SNYDER, Z. Until the Celebration. 167.
SOBOL. Woman Chief. 133.
Social Welfare. Myers. 96.
Solid Gold Kid. Mazer. 178.
SOLOMON. Ma & Pa Murders. 181.
Some Swell Pup. Sendak. 17.
Somebody Else's Child. Silman. 115.
Something To Shout About. Beatty. 86.
Song of the Pearl. Nichols. 110.
Sound of Flutes and Other Indian Legends. Er-
does, ed. 105.
Special Birthday. Shimin, illus. 66.
Splodges. Carrick, M. 5.
SPOONER, comp. Oxford Children's Dictio-
nary in Colour. 100.
Sports Hero: Pete Rose. Burchard, M. 139.
Sports Star: Chris Evert. Burchard, S. 118.
SPRIGGS, ed. Fables of Aesop; 143 Moral
Tales Retold. 69.
Squirrel's Song. Wolkstein. 135.
Statesmanship of Abraham Lincoln. Coolidge.
121.
STEARNS. Into the Painted Bear Lair. 133.
STEEL. Tattercoats. 98.
STEELE, M. True Men. 82.
STEELE, W. Man with the Silver Eyes. 150.
STEFANSSON. Golden Future. 151.
STEIG. Abel's Island. 33.
- . Amazing Bone. 115.
STEINER, B. Biography of a Kangaroo Rat.
181.
STEINER, J. Bear Who Wanted To Be a Bear.
151.
STEPTOE. Marcia. 33.
STEVENS. Stories from a Snowy Meadow. 82.
STEWART. Ossian House. 83.
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Stick-in-the-Mud Turtle. Hoban. 159.
Stitch in Time. Lively. 129.
Stocking Child. Shecter. 114.
Stolen Mirror. Postma. 29.
STOLZ. Ferris Wheel. 181.
Stone Angel. Rogers, P. 65.
Stones. Hickman. 107.
Stones of Green Knowe. Boston. 39.
Stopping Place. Dahlstedt. 23.
Stories from a Snowy Meadow. Stevens. 82.
Story of Basketball. Devaney. 122.
Story of Esther. Brin. 4.
Story of Stevie Wonder. Haskins. 125.
Strays. Ludman. 146.
STREATFEILD. When the Sirens Wailed. 133:
Striving After Wind. Johnston, N. 108.
Strong Land & A Sturdy. Barber. 85.
SUHL. Simon Boom Gets a Letter. 83.
SULLIVAN, G. This Is Pro Hockey. 66.
SULLIVAN, M. What's This About Pete? 83.
Summer of the Burning. Duncombe. 24.
Summer Storm. Shore. 166.
SUNDERLIN. Antrim's Orange. 18.
Survivor. Forman. 9.
SWENSON. Guess & Spell Coloring Book. 181.
SYPHER. Turnabout Year. 83.
Taken By the Indians. Dickinson, A. 9.
Taking Root. Meltzer. 147.
Tale of Three Wishes. Singer, I., ad. 18.
Talking Clowns. Manchel. 95.
TAMARIN. Olympic Games in Ancient
Greece. 75.
. Voyaging to Cathay. 49.
TANOBE. Quebec, Je t'Aime; I Love You. 151.
Tattercoats. Steel. 98.
TAYLOR, M. Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry.
49.
TAYLOR, T. Battle in the Arctic Seas. 98.
Team. Peyton. 46.
Tennis Bum. Ogan. 111.
TER HAAR. World of Ben Lighthart. 182.
TERLOUW. Winter in Wartime. 18.
Terrible Troll-Bird. Aulaire. 53.
Terry on the Fence. Ashley. 170.
THANE. Gilbert and Sullivan Operettas
Adapted for Half-hour Performance. 182.
That's Enough for One Day, J.P.! Pearson. 163.
That's What a Friend Is. Hallinan. 142.
THAYER. Christmas Strangers. 33.
Theater of Africa. Warren, L. 19.
Theater of the Night. Hirsch. 159.
THIEDE. Mamakuu's Family. 115.
THIELE. February Dragon. 49.
--- . Fight Against Albatross Two. 34.
--- . Hammerhead Light. 151.
This Is Espie Sanchez. Dunnahoo. 89.
This Is Pro Hockey. Sullivan, G. 66.
THOMPSON, E. White Falcon 152.
THOMPSON, S. Diary of a Monarch Butterfly.
49.
Three Stalks of Corn. Politi. 29.
Three Wishes. Clifton. 120.
Through the Magic Mirror. Browne. 171.
THURMAN. Flashlight and Other Poems. 19.
Time To Be Human. Griffin, J. H. 175.
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TITIEV, tr. How the Moolah Was Taught a
Lesson & Other Tales from Russia. 34.
TITUS. Basil in Mexico. 34.
To Carry and To Keep. Jupo. 44.
To Spoil the Sun. Rockwood. 131.
TOBIAS. Moving Day. 19.
Toby, Granny, and George. Branscum. 21.
Toliver's Secret. Brady, E. 71.
TOLKIEN. Father Christmas Letters. 99.
Tom Sullivan's Adventures in Darkness. Gill.
157.
Top of the World. Townsend. 182.
Touch and Go. Poole, J. 15.
TOWNE. First Serve. 50.
TOWNSEND. Top of the World. 182.
Tracy. Mack, N. 61.
Trademark Scandinavia. Bader. 137.
Treasure of Spanish Bay. Beardmore. 138.
TREMAIN. Fooling Around With Words. 66.
Trial Valley. Cleaver. 155.
Trip, and Other Sophie and Gussie Stories.
Sharmat. 132.
Triple Boy. Carlson. 155.
TRIPP. Sir Toby Jingle's Beastly Journey. 34.
- , comp. Granfa' Grig Had a Pig and Other
Rhymes Without Reason From Mother
Goose. 130.
Troll Island. Zimmermann. 185.
Trouble with Explosives. Kelley. 26.
Trouble with Magic. Chew. 119.
Trudel's Siege. Alcott. 1.
Trudy's Straw Hat. Gamerman. 157.
True Men. Steele, M. 82.
Tugboat. Plowden. 131.
Tunes for a Small Harmonica. Wersba. 99.
TURKLE, illus. Deep in the Forest. 99.
Turnabout Year. Sypher. 83.
Turning Point. Karp. 76.
TV Kid. Byars. 4.
Twenty-Two, Twenty-Three. Raskin. 65.
Two for Survival. Roth. 47.
290. O'Dell. 130.
Two Is Company. Delton. 74.
Two Sides of the River. Crippen. 8.
Two Special Cards. Lisker. 77.
Two That Were Tough. Burch. 118.
Tyger Voyage. Adams. R. 37.
UCHIDA. Rooster Who Understood Japanese.
84.
UDRY. "Oh No, Cat!" 134.
Underground. Macaulay. 61.
Unleaving. Walsh, G. 67.
UNSWORTH. Grimsdyke. 50.
Until the Celebration. Snyder, Z. 167.
VALENCAK. When Half-Gods Go. 84.
VAN WOERKOM. Abu Ali. 84.
Very Far Away From Anywhere Else. Le Guin.
77.
Very Young Dancer. Krementz. 128.
Vicki and the Brown Mare. Savitt. 132.
Viola Hates Music. Schick, A. 165.
Violins and Shovels. Meltzer. 78.
Vitamin Puzzle. Weiss. 50.
VLAHOS. Far Eastern Beginnings. 152.
VOGEL. My Twin Sister Erika. 50.
Volunteer Spring. Long. 45.
Voyaging to Cathay. Tamarin. 49.
WABER. Good-bye, Funny Dumpy-Lumpy.
183.
WAHL. Doctor Rabbit's Foundling. 183.
. Grandpa's Indian Summer. 152.
Walk Through the Woods. Sarton. 17.
WALLACE, B. Palmer Patch. 116.
WALLACE, D., ed. Witch Poems. 116.
WALSH, G. Unleaving. 67.
WALSH, K. Hockey for Beginners. 183.
WARNER, G. Benny Uncovers a Mystery. 50.
WARNER, L., ad. From Slave to Abolitionist.
134.
WARREN, L. Theater of Africa. 19.
WARREN, M. Haunted Kitchen. 35.
Warton and Morton. Erickson. 74.
WASSON. Chosen Baby. 183.
Watching the Wild Apes. Kevles. 59.
WATSON, N. Blueberries Lavender. 184.
WATSON, W. Lollipop. 167.
We Walk in Sandy Places. Baylor. 85.
Wee, Wee Mannie and the Big, Big Coo. Sewall,
ad. 166.
WEIHS. Count the Cats. 67.
WEIL. Chicken. 134.
WEINER. Bugs in the Peanut Butter. 35.
. Man's Useful Plants. 19.
WEISS. Vitamin Puzzle. 50.
Well-Mannered Balloon. Willard. 35.
WERSBA. Tunes for a Small Harmonica. 99.
WESTALL. Machine Gunners. 51.
WESTON, comp. Oxford Children's Dictionary
in Colour. 100.
What About Me? Evenhuis. 140.
What About Me? Rodowsky. 80.
What Can She Be? A Geologist. Goldreich. 76.
What Do You Play on a Summer Day? Kessler.
176.
What Ever Happened to the Baxter Place? Ross,
P. 30.
What Happens When You Turn On the Gas.
Shay. 32.
What Sadie Sang. Rice. 16.
What Was It Like? Cook. 6.
What's in a Map? Cartwright. 72.
What's the Big Idea, Ben Franklin? Fritz. 10.
What's This About Pete? Sullivan, M. 83.
When Half-Gods Go. Valencak. 84.
When Lucy Went Away. Ross. G. 30.
When the Sirens Wailed. Streatfeild. 133.
Where's the Fire? Wilson, R. 51.
Whispering Knights. Lively. 13.
Whispering Sea. Goldsmith. 142.
White Crow. Forman. 140.
White Falcon. Thompson, E. 152.
Why A Donkey Was Chosen. Gregorowski. 42.
Why Am I Different? Simon, N. 115.
WIBBERLEY. Last Battle. 19.
Wicked One. Hunter, M. 160.
Wild Mouse. Brady, I. 118.
WILDSMITH. Maurice Maeterlinck's Blue
Bird. 67.
WILKIN. Dental Health. 134.
WILKINSON. Ludell and Willie. 184.
Will You Sign Here, John Hancock? Fritz. 56.
WILLARD. Simple Pictures Are Best. 184.
. Well-Mannered Balloon. 35.
WILLIAMS, J. Burglar Next Door. 100.
. Everyone Knows What a Dragon Looks
Like. 51.
WILLIAMS, U. No Ponies for Miss Pobjoy. 67.
Willie Jasper's Gold Eagle. Monjo. 15.
WILLIS. How to Get It Together When Your
Parents Are Coming Apart. 149.
WILSON, G. Harry and the Sea Serpent. 68.
WILSON, R. Where's the Fire? 51.
Window Into a Nest. Flanagan. 9.
WINDSOR. Diving for Roses. 20.
. Mad Martin. 116.
WINN. Sick Book. 52.
WINTER. Bear & the Fly. 52.
Winter in Wartime. Terlouw. 18.
Winter of the Birds. Cresswell. 8.
Winter's Coming. Bunting. 172.
WINTHER. Plays from Folktales of Africa and
Asia. 167.
WINTHROP. Potbellied Possums. 184.
WISEMAN. Iglook's Seal. 185.
Witch, Goblin, and Sometimes Ghost.
Alexander, S. 117.
Witch Poems. Wallace, D., ed. 116.
Witchfinder. Rayner. 80.
WOHL. Picture Life of Bobby Orr. 89.
WOLDE. Betsy's First Day at Nursery School.
116.
WOLF. Anna's Silent World. 185.
- . Connie's New Eyes. 135.
WOLFF. Evening Gray, Morning Red. 168.
WOLITZER. Out of Love. 168.
WOLKSTEIN. Squirrel's Song. 135.
--- , ad. Lazy Stories. 36.
Woman Chief. Sobol. 133.
Women; the New Criminals. Deming. 173.
Wonders of Prairie Dogs. Chace. 139.
Wonders of Seals and Sea Lions. Brown, J. 87.
World of Ben Lighthart. Ter Haar. 182.
World World What Can I Do? Hazen. 10.
WORTH. More Small Poems. 135.
Would You Believe This, Too? Sanders. 164.
Wraiths of Time. Norton. 96.
Yagua Days. Martel. 28.
YAROSLAVA, comp. I Like You. 135.
Year after Year. Binzen. 138.
YEOMAN. Improbable Book of Records. 38.
YEP. Child of the Owl. 135.
Yesterday I Climbed a Mountain. Brown, M. W.
118.
YOLEN. Invitation to the Butterfly Ball. 36.
---. Milkweed Days. 100.
You Can't Catch Me. Kahn. 144.
You Go Away. Corey. 7.
You Think Just Because You're Big You're
Right. Cullum. 103.
YOUNG, M. No Place for Mitty. 20.
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YOUNG, N. Keep Out. 168.
Yo-Yo Kid. Blue. 54.
Zanbanger. Knudson. 145.
ZEMACH, ad. It Could Always Be Worse. 136.
--- , illus. Hush, Little Baby. 68.
Zenas and the Shaving Mill. Monjo. 45.
ZIM. Sea Stars and Their Kin. 36.
ZIMMERMANN. Troll Island. 185.
ZINDEL. Pardon Me, You're Stepping on My
Eyeball! 136.
ZOLOTOW. It's Not Fair. 100.
Zoo City. Lewis, S. 12.
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